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Tougher disposal saf eguare[  
Nuclear power seen as stop-gap energy source 
OI'rAWA (CP) -- Nuclear 'safeguards that might in- sessions for not allowing for Stanovnik told about 130 energy remaining ranged He urged effective con- the world's needs, problems of human set- 
pow~ plants 'will have to fringe on national participation of non- delagates from the ECE's 34 from 50 to 150. servatlon methods, con- He noted that con- tlemenis. 
- l~de  much of the world's sovereigniguty.. . governmanuu , nations -- including the tinued exploration for veational nuclear esources Most of the first week of 
~hort-tenn energy Stanovnik spoke at the organizations, countries of Western "I don't care who's right," conveati0nsl-resources and would only last about ~00 the cenferonce will be takon 
requirements until other :opening session of the two- They plm a series of films , the Soviet he said, "The main point in continued research and years and the world would up with discussions on the 
non-couventionsl methods weekconference at, the and disetmslons on alternate ~eT~.S: and Canada U~ that these resources are develol~uent of alternate, havetolcoktosciarpo_wer 19/'ohiems of ensrgy in cities. 
can be developed, a senior downtown government forms of energy such as estimates of the number of finite and limited and what renewable sources of ensrgy er fusion reactors fee long- The second we#.k will in- 
United Nations official told conference centre while wind and solar power, years ot conventional then?" that ultimately must meet term energy needs, elude tours of demon- 
n 1~onferenee on human members of the Canadian Scientists have been 
jettlements and energy' Coalition for Nuclear ' - " - working with little success stration projects in Ontario, the  lnerald. ,hec~odPr inco~dwerd  Responsibility (CC .mR), an ] for more than two decades Island. jl~laa~Y' Stanovnik, umbrella organizauon tor r towards development ~ a About ,50 discussion ezocutive secretary of the un i t -nuc lear ,  g roups  |" ..A series of distur, fusion reactor using papers have been prepared 
Economic Commission for prepared the opening era  . i bunces moving around deuterium, a substance hi by experts from member 
Europe (ECE), which is counter conference a few the conference, blocks away in a former jail ] the Guff of Alaska will almost limitless supply in countries dealing with the oceans, en~gy_ :related problems in 
skid mere-nuclear facilities now converted to a youth [ bring cloudy weather The conference, called such things as community 
,~: :g  : : ;  : i : : : :  ,, : : : :e  n : ,~t ; : : : :d  :~  ; :$ :  , With showers for the Hebitat and ED _ersy, is an plauni~, ,anlqg01~ti0n, will mean tougher In- hostel, race, t Ito 
tornationsl _safeguards to Counter~onference ] next few days. Today's outgrowth of the United design ~ construction of 
d~upeso f the dangerous organizers have been OLUME ER4,  1~'~7 [,.high will be 1~_ to 13 Nations conference in ncwbulldingsandaltomate 
.,plutonium by-uroduct, critical of the UH-nponsored - . Vancouver last year on the ensrl~ conversion methods. 
Gandhi i 
NEW Seven 
months after her/ton grip 
on India was broken in a 
stunning election defeat 
~dlra Gandhi was arrested 
Monday and charged with 
abusing her position as 
prime minister. She 
~wasm~flCh~l. ed the arrest 
Authorities aid nine other 
persons,, including four 
fob'met cabinet ministers 
and Mrs. Gandhi's personal ~ ~  
secretary, were also 
alTMtefl. 
inMrS.two Gandhi was charged 
cases under India's 
Prevention of Corruption 
tct~ officials ~ported. h ...... 
~sed ~ ~id she was ac . . . . .  :.~,/'~: In one case of ........ 
"me, my com v ¢' with : ,  i : ?  
compS_  es  . 104 ....... 
Jeeps for elecuon work in .:., i .... i~i !
several election districts i ~  : ':~ 
including her own. The • .  ':.:~ ~: :  
second mrge alleged Mrs, ::~.!: ' .  ,::i 
Gandhi misused her portion 
by awardin~ a $13Jnfllion :i~]!! 
governmen~ oil*drilling 
contract o a French finn, 
despite a lower bid by a 
competitor. ~ .:i 
released,and details of tl : : £ ~  
other charges  were not ~ .~;:~:,~ 
mm 
Director quits 
Skeena move over 
By Donna Vameres 
Herald 8tdf writer 
Tbe provincial depart- 
ment of health's an- 
nouncement to build a new 
facility for Skeenaview 
Lodge-will cause serious 
hardship to residents of the 
lodge, according to Rev. 
John Stokes, former 
director of the Skeenaview 
Society~ 
Stokes real~ed from his 
position on the board last 
week became he was 
unhappy about proposed 
changes to the interm~,diate 
care facility and because 
the board is  powerless to 
niter these changes. 
The proposed facility, 
which would be constructed 
on hospital grounds, will 
only he a 60 bed unit, Stokes 
said. There are currently 
140 residenis at Skeenaview. 
: Dear Mr. Stewart; - 
_ Please accept his letter as my resignation as a 
director of the Skeenaview Society. , " 
I am finding it increasingly difficult o continue to he 
a member of a Board that does not in fact exist, nor 
does it have any responsibility for the operation of 
Skeonavi.ew Lod~e. It has been stripped of all its 
power ann can no longer perform any valuable service 
• for the Lodge or the community. As Isea it, Victoria is 
making all the decisions and changes, with the Board 
wa~hin~ more or less from the sidelines. 
I have also found it disconrsging over the years to 
have hopes raised and dashed over and over again. I
particularly in the area of new buildings for the 
residents. The Board has worked long and hard over 
architects plans for a new facility for the residents on 
at least two occasions over the past three to four 
years, only to see the proposals scrapped for reason or 
reasons unlmown, I also Ieel these have had a serious 
effect on staff morale. I also feel that the phasing out 
of staff housing on the property is having an effect on 
staff morale and is al~ doing away with an incentive 
for attracting staff to the area to work in Skeenaview. 
Add to this the number of staff cuts being made, 
thereby restricting service to the residents, and yon 
have another reason for a lowering of staff morale. 
I am further upset by the control over the Board 
from Victoria and theaccompanying changes being 
made without he consultation of the Board, such as 
Her. 11 year ad- .................................... 
ministration was capped by i~i~;~ 
21 months of emergency : / I 
'x00,o00 political opponents 
werejailed. Among them '~ .......... ' . . . .  .... ~ . . . . . .  • 
were many leaders of the ~: :~.~ : ,.~ 
Jaunts par~ government Cat. Larry York shows how goods can bemarked. The your insurance rates. 
that suet, ceded Mrs. Gun- drill is loaned free and can have a beneficial effect on 
dhi's Congress party regime 
after: the parliamentary Foiling thieves is easy election last March. 
The arrest came as Mrs. 
Gandhi appeared to be 
aettin~ the stage for a 
comeback with a series of 
political appearances in ileraldStaff menc "wants to.cut down home with his social in- more than ~ust the 
/n'unl areas and several A new program designed allmost o nil." . . .  surance number, engraving prusrum, ~s~. 
statemeniseritinalofPrlme to discourage potential RCMPwiliheasms.r~.u.ny uncde ~ items have York stat=-,d. Anyone who 
Minister Morarji Desai's thieves and recover three local service cross: been marked, a service club attends ablock meeting will 
~anata government. Desai property once it is stolen is the Rotarlans and Down- member will check to see .also get tips on home,_and 
was among those detained being instituted by Terrace town and Centennial Lionsz this has been done pro~erlv,~ _ ~rsonal safety, as well as 
by Mrs. Gandhi under .RCMP detachment, i~making people aware o then will give the resident information bn what to do if 
emergency rules that [ Cat. Larry York, public the program. ,  will two stickers, one for the they spot an~th~..g 
suspended civll liberties and [relations officer for the Club members " front door and one for the suspicious going on m the 
cebsored the Indian press [detachment, explained that organize a ne!~hborho~ back, which will show that neighborhood. 
for the first time since the [the Neighborhood Watch meeting ot resmenm w o the resident is a narticinant One of the purposes of the 
~ountry . gained in- ] re am m a scheme tt, want to participate in the in the nro~ram " " ,program is to show p~p]e 
~9~deuce from Britain in ePngrgra~ve valuable items progra~c andn~ ~.i~n~,ohe[oOaf "One o~ the" biggest of "how they can better neJp 
lwithin the home,' then the deta Inn g f-ns-s" in Terrace is [display a special sticker home to show a film .~.d ~co~c o,~a 'o.,,o,~,, .~o, their local police force to 
Mrs. Gandhi was snared [showing that the items have give information'on Neigh- ~.'~. ~Y'~_.'~'.~'~".._'~2 "  solve crime," Cst. York 
in a 'web 'of political . h ~u.~, ~t~,uu,'~, ~,~u .,= said. 
corrUptl.on 'charges being Ibsen marked, berhood Watc . -"-'- . . . .  "11 h ^ '- nrevent ent can ~,~,©~o w... ~ [ Residential break and Afterward, a resid . . . . .  ~..~_ .~ Anyone wanting more 
woven ny government in- of 0 s ecial cms cr~me wnue me lenters numbered 106 in the borrow one 5 ~p . . . . . . .  ., _. _~. . . .  ..,, information on how to 
vestlgators probing the ' ' hi h will e ,  s ruwu lzu,,w~r,, w , .  iTerrace and district area engrawr,g tools w c ooo;o* ;- ,,~',,,,,,,~n~, needs participate in Neighborhood inner circle of her govern- , the ser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o o mint. Her son, SanJay, 30, l~etween Janua~ and July be distributed to - . ,.:_,. . . . . . .  ,__ Watch can contact one of the 
of this year, ~ z'e which vicde clubs, and mark all w, , : ,  ~,,-u ~,~©,. three service clubs or the 
has been implicated in a Cat. York sul detach- . valuable items within the Neighborhooa Watch is Terrace RCMP. 
half-dozen legal cases and 
tWO of her lronner cabinet I f  th language 
ministers have been provinces will educate in eir own 
arrested on charges of of- 
ficial corruption. 
Seoresaf agenis frem ( 1 ; t a w a  to transfer employees out India's Ce ntral Bureau of I 
Investigation CBI, ac- 
companied by police- 
women, arrested Mrs 
Gandhl, 59, at her New Dalhi OTI?AWA(CP)--Fhmnce service union-- and som£ That would include an But he said me fedora~ sultatlun with the provinces, Stewart said he is doubtful 
home while more than 1,000 Minister Jean Chretien said opposition MPs who are not exemption in Quebec from government will not force u government spekesman the Sherbrooke move in 
of her followers crowded Monday the government benefitting. The govern, Bill 101, the language leg. public servants to lose their said. Marc Lalonde, particular will contribute to 
around the house chanting intends to transfer., an meat won plaudits from islation, in cases of English- mother tongue, minister responsible fm national unity. "Our people 
support for her. estimated 9.,500 full-time other MPs, including seme speaking employees moved Most of the permanent federal-~ovin6.ial relations, would object to being tuied 
Mrs. Gandhi Was held in and 1,500 part-time public opposition members, whose to the province, jobs being moved will be would be heading the as pawns by the federal 
her.home for more than an service jobs out of Ottawa in ridings will gain jobs'. COUNCIL MOVE hour after the plain- the next five years. Clu'etien said at a news If agreement cannot he 750goingjobstO Quebec,~th the'includingsurveys guagefederalandsideeducation i  talim onrights.inn- withg°vernmentthe government in its ofbattleQue- 
clothesmen arrived. She But whether the transfers conference that many of the reached on the education Elmer Macka (PC-- was then driven to a police will actually take place will jobs will be filled by persons issue, the moves to the of- and mapping branch to HAMPER EFFICIENC~ bee." 
jail in a CBI car. hinl~e largely upon the hired locally. The govern- fending province will not Sherbrooke in the Eastern Andrew Stewart, ~entrni Nova~ said 
While investigators were wiliinguess of the provinces ment  will try to find take place, Chretien said. centT°wnshiPS'of the surveysAbout 75branchPer ServicePresidentAlliance,°f theattackedPublic decantralisationisbanicallYa good concept but the 
inside the home, Mrs. to provide, education to alternative, mployment for Chretien said he is Ol~_ Jobs now are held by the pro lmsals, saying de- federal government had 
Gandhi nanedastatement children of the federal public servunisllvinginOt- flmistic the provinces, will Englishspeaking Persons. cent ra l i z~t t ion  wil l  bungled it in the ira- 
charging that the "arrest is employees in their own inn- tawa who do not wish to agree to meet he education requirements. Contacts with Tile btUk el me tom- "seriously hamper"  the p lementat ion .  James  a p&iOcal one. It is to guage, move. prevent me from going the premiers of the English- por$Oj28jg l)7entre, are efficiency of the public McGrath (PC-St. Jshn',~ 
before the .p~. pie. It is.an Reaction to the propesalk But I~e also said education speaking provinces ant going to Sudbury, Ont. service. He oppesed tran- West) was angry because 
attempt to discredit me m was mixed, with criticism agreements should be '~with some ministers in The moves were an- sfe~s of federal- employees Newfoundland, -with the 
their eyes and the eyes of from the Publie Service reached withthe provinces Quebec" indicated a set- nounced Monday without from Ottawa because it highest jobless rate, wasleft 
thewerld." Alliance-the largest public heforethemovestBkepiace, tl ment could be reached, any formal prior con- would disrupt heir lives ..... out. 
He predicted that the 
phasing out of the lodge, 
scheduled to begin in 1960, 
will mean "shipping out" the composition of the Board and the rotation of the 
the residents to other Board members for three year terms, and even 
provincial facilities "at I spelling out who is goinB to leave the Board each yasr !
though they were cattle." ! I was ~rry to see Victoria remove the two Board 
~ ~ t h e  ..~ senior mem!p~.Who were employ~ of Skeenaview. They 
c i~ J t4hefn lO~r .ne  '~ ~-"We~o~ "~BOm~'TOr ~fOur  yeai's-~and added 
have been in Terrace .v . _  considerably to the operation of the Board and the ' 
number of years, Stokes morale of the Lodge. 
said, and to move them to In retrospect, I regret making a hasty decision 
other units would mean which impl/ed that I agreed to moving Skeenaview 
'uprooting these people from from its present location to Mills Memorial Hospital 
their homes, grounde.lt was a hasty decision on my part and Iam 
The former director said not happy with it. Now that I have had more time to 
this was the third time in the think ab0ut it, I feel uneasy about it. 
past few years that plans My resignation has nothing to do with my 
were made to move the relutionship to the other Board members, some of 
lodge. At one point the whom I have worked with for a long time and consider 
society was involved in them friends. I am resigning because I do not feel 
planning, but "nothing ever there in a job to be doneby the Board at the present 
came of it but a lot of time and that we, as a Board are not able to carry out 
frustration." the job we were first called to do. 
Stokes questioned the Caught in the middle are the residents. They are the 
wisdom of a 60-bed unit, ones who suffer. Too bad, thin facility was meant o he 
stating it has alwa~ been for them. 
government policy that no To my fellow Board members -- It's been great 
unit under 150-beds is working with you. Good luck.. 
economically viable. What Sincerely, 
is happening is that the . .TohnW.S,tok~_~_ 
present government is - . 
changing pokey without budget cuts in other areas, threatened staff morale, 
consulting locol boards, meaning that the programs already low at the time. 
Skeenovlew Society hea~ started by the board were Stokes aid his decision to 
was formed in 1972, Stokes curtailed, Stokes said. leave the board was 
said, but was not given There are only three prompted by the inef- 
responsibility fur the lodge members left on the nine festiveness of that body. 
until 1974 for one year. member board which is "a 'Tm wasting my time," 
During that time " a lot of ocard on paper only," and he stated. 
"innovative programs were ~~tnW~wr,~Oth~ei~ ~i~O:oL~: ;~ i  o: 'g  started ands  lot of good 
.things happened at 
Skeenaview," but the ti 
board's mandate was never urther control the about the facility be 
renewed, board by rotating three stressing it is only a 
Since then the board has members each year and in'oposal and it is 
acted in an advisory ~. idl~. wbo and when is premature to discuss. 
capacity offering gems to rotate, Stokes aid. Gee said there would be 
sUggestions that may or Two lodge employees "number of benefits" to 
may not he acted on. were removed from the relocating the facility on 
board after four years of hospital grounds because it
In 1976, 23 per cent of the service, which removed ' is a large site. 
staff were cut as well as staff kaput to the body and "Skeenavtew has to be 
responded to questioning 
pr l  i  i  
" " i
rebuilt at some time 
(because) the buildings ,are 
getting old and unsafe,' he 
said. 
The lodge has only about 
~ive years loft, Gee con- 
tlnucd, which could overlap 
intoeilitv.the opening of snorer 
fa~'~ar as the new unit 
~esvi~g only 60 beds as 
to the 140 at o~,~ 
gereeaent lodge, Gee said 
would/flso be units in 
Smithers and Prince Rupert 
completed by the time the 
relocation would take place. 
"The area will be w~- 
served eventually," Gee 
said. .. 
Anotlzer impertant point 
to note, the adminislrater 
.said, was the long-term 
some care program an- 
nonnced earlier this year by 
the government whxch 
would enable senior citL-zas 
and other adults ~ g  
care to be looked after m 
their own homes, 
i 
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[ble rates 
O H  . OO0 
Now the Royal Bank introduces a personal loan 
plan individually tailored for you[ 
New flexible Termplan Personal Loans - 
now are available at interest rates ranging from 
10-112 % to 14-112 %. 
It's a personalized approach to lending- 
because the interest rate is based on you, your 
credit history, your collateral and y ou___r perso-'~l 
requirements. 
Naturally our lower rates will apply to 
people who can provide appropriate collateral 
and/or have a proven credit record. But it also 
means, if you've never been able to obtain a 
loan from a bank, or if you are borrowing for 
the first time, one of our Personal Loans Officers 
would like to help you with your plans. 
Monthly repayments can be tailored to 
meet y.our personal circumstances and all 
Termplan Personal Loans are fully life insured at 
no extra cost. 
A New Personal. Loan Plan at the Royal 
where we base the rate on you[ 
Come in and see us at any of our branches. 
Termplan Personal Loans Sample Rate Chart 
12 Months 18 Months 36 Months 60 Months 
| 
Rate* Amount Costof Monthly Costof Monthly Costof Monthly Costof Monthly 
Loan Payment, Loan vayment Loan  Payment Loan  Payment 
S2,500 S151.76 S220.98 5223.67 S151.32 S 446.78 S 81.85 S 761,60 S 54.36 
11% 5,000 303.52 441.96 447.34 302.63 893.56 163.71 1,523.20 108.72 
7,500 455.28 662.94 671.01 453.95 1,340.34 245.56 2,284.80 163.08 
iiiii~i~Niiiiiiii~ i !ii~ii~!~iiiflifilililJiN~tiiii!iiiiiiii~iiiliiii!i!i~ii# ~ iiiiiii ii!~lili;,~!iiili} N gli ~i ~iii I~ilIN 
$2,500 $193,82 $224.49 $286,40 $154.80 S 576,20 '$ 85.45 S 990,50 S 58.18 
14% 5,000 387,64 448,97 572.80 309.60 1,152.40 170,90 1,981,00 116.35 
7,500 581,46 673,46 859.20 464,40 1,278,60 256,35 2,971,50 174.53 
'Nominal annual interest rate. Interest may be charged on arrears at the applicable rate of the loan. 
ROYAL BAN I( 
...for another good reason. 
With over 200 branches in British Columbia and ,theYukon to sewe you. 
/ 
, | 
Herald Staff 
Thomkill residents who 
continue to suffer from 
dwindling water supplies 
because of the dry summer 
are being advised to hold off 
on hasty action. 
P#gional district director 
forThornhfll Les Watmough 
'said residents should he  
aware of the, water study 
now going on in that area 
• THE HERALD, Tuesday, October  ~, 1977, PAGE ~i 
Thornhill may get water system 
Wells dry? Wait for water study results 
which could eventuaity see a February. been decided. The system of Thornhill. In the meantime, War- 
water system installed for The referendum ay be will have to into one area at mough is hoping residents 
Thornhiil houSes, done separately in the four will consider they system 
sections of Thronhili before taking any other 
action. Watmough said residents 
could "make a pro'per 
decision if they're aware of 
the options" in regard to 
water. 
The regional represen- 
tative was concerns! that 
people might begin ex- 
pensive work on wells 
without waiting intil a water 
system is inst/dled. 
Regional administration 
has been woridng for about 
a year to get the study into 
O,,l~ration .and an engineer 
• as engaged in June to 
establish the cost of a 
system. A rough draft of the 
study is expected to he 
reaoy soon. 
"We're going to speed 
things up as much as we 
cna," Watmough said, 
adding that he hopes the 
matter can go to referen- 
dum . in January or although this has not yet 
a time, Watmough said, and 
it would probably take from 
five to ten years to supp!y all 
A sewage system for the 
unincorporated area is 
being looked into at the 
same time. 
No one was hurt by an explosion in the washroom of the 
cabaret in the Terrace Hotel over the weekend, but, Judging 
from the damage, serious injuries could have resulted. 
--Police beat 
Terrace RCMP had a busy 
weekend with the usual 
complaints of theft, 
breaking and entering and 
willful damage. 
A blasting cap set off in 
the men's washroom at the 
ashtrays and $46 cash. 
A pickup which was 
report~l stolen was located 
after it was involved in an 
accident near the airport. 
No other details were 
available and police are still 
Chicken 
Red D'or carharet 
demolished, a toilet on 
Saturday night. It is not 
known wh¢.,,se.t oflL, .t.~9,, / 
blasting c~ip~:~-~, ch iWl[~ 
said was .~ii~illar " t~ ~ 
fisherman's flare. 
A van received an un- 
wanted paint job while 
parked in front of a 
residence in the 3300 block 
Sparks. Words were spray 
painted with silver paint on 
the van. Police also 
discovered a spray painted 
mailbox at the intersection 
of Sparks and Walsh. 
A sum of money is missing 
from Smiling Jack's 
restaurant after the building 
was broken into. Friday 
night. Police are still in- 
vestigating. 
A resident in the 3300 
block Sparks discovered his 
house had been broken into 
while he was away on 
holidays. Missing were five 
tablecloths, a pair of ski 
gloves, coffee mugs, 
board 
to form 
VICTORIA (CP) , The 
British Columbia govern- 
ment has agreed to enter 
into a federalprovincia] 
agreement establishing a 
national cMcken-marketing 
program. 
The cabinet decision, 
made public Monday, is in 
line with the recom- 
mendation contained in the 
first report presented by the 
B.C. legislature's elect 
standing committee enquiry 
into the food industry. 
The report, tabled in the 
legislature Sept. 26, 
recommends that the 
province become an im- 
mediate signatory to the Ca- 
nadian Chmken Marketing 
Agency with the provision 
that the agency "become 
the applicant and first 
receiver of imports, prior to 
Dec. 31, 1978." 
Earlier the cabinet had 
voted to defer a decision on 
whether or not to sign the 
agreement until the com- 
mittee had had the op- 
portunity to examine the 
role of marketing boards in 
the food industry. 
investigating. .. Agriculture Minister Jim 
An estimated $I,000 worm . . . Hewitt, who was overruled 
of tools were taken from a o, ,ho . , .o  oo'a ~, ,na=, ,  "n 
• . . ,  • . .  , • • _ • ub  taat~ ~&~,~p ~.saa~a a v ~ . V ~  J ass  
~. . ; ;~_=.e  L~r..J~'.on ,a ,  telephone, tntecvtew f•m 
~ mp~4[~ Ll~_u wn~ ~/!~ Penucton office that the 
'e~wnuow as'smasneu m latest cabinet decision was 
gain access to the inside em • . • ~ made on the basra of the food 
the moss were engraven committee's retort 
with either "Jock" or the . =" ' 
initials "'RWP". 
Several other thefts from 
vehicles were reported " 
during the weekend. Tl~rty- 
five tapes were taken trom 
an unlocked vehicle parked 
in the 6700 block Tuck, six 
tapes were taken from a 
.vehicle parked in the 2200 111 
block Kalum, and two U 
vehicles parked at the 
Keystone Apartments 
parking !ot lost a blinker 
cover ana grill and a radio. 
Stolen bicycles this 
weekend included a black 
standard Motorcress from 
Park Avenue, a black 
standard CCM with no 
fenders, and a purple 
Eliminator 10-speed. 
i~ l ;  Employment and ' Emploi et' 
Immigration Canada Immigration Canada 
ATTENTION 
EMPLOYERS 
the U,I,O, will present a 
FREE SEMINAR 
ON 
THE REOORD OF EMPLOYMENT 
AND 
OTHER RELATED SUBJEOTS 
ON 
i 
18 Oct. at 10:00 a.m. 
and 2'00 p.m. 
At 4632 Lazelle Ave. 
t 
Terrace 
Tho seminar will last,approximately 2 hours. The session 
will be limited to 12 persons, space is available by Roser- 
vatlononly. Please Phone Jim Parfrey at 635.7134to Reserve 
Space. . 
ORLEAN'S FASHIONS 
OFF ENTIRE REMAINING $42,000 INVENTORY 
OF 
FINEST QUALITY LADLES WEAR 
DOORS OPEN: 9-6 DAILY, FRIDAYS TILL 9 UNTIL ALL STOGK & FIXTURES HAVE BEEN SOLD. 
VlOTOR 610 ELEOTRONi¢ OASH REGISTER FOR SALE 
NO R OASH REGISTER, RAOKS, MIRRORS,' SHELVES, SHOWOASES FOR SALE" ,~ ,~- 
• 4650 LAKELSE :AVE., TERRACE PHONE- 635-3114 V: ~*'L':=~. 
' gtKOT COMMERCIAL SALTS 
I 
%ors ofothercounmes 
have Memployment 
Insurance. A 
What's so good 
about Our system?" 
oneof em t mp I l i  Roem  o job o y u 'e UI programs inthe w stem world, benefits you are entitled to. 
It has a relatively short entrance period and 
• pays benefits longer. And almost all Canadians "OK, what  do  you have to do  
share in the'cost and benefits of the program, while you're receiving benefits?" 
By reducing the financial shock of peoplds 
movements from one job to another, Your Unemployment I surance office can 
unemployment imurance has helped to keep our ask you to carry out what we call a formal "Active 
workforce adaptable to today's rapidly changing i Job Search". Your agent will want o know what 
social and economic conditions. [you're doing to find suitable and gainful 
[ mployment while you're getting your cheques. 
"Sure.  But  what  about  ] But no matter what happens, you should 
1 keep looking seriously for a new job and follow 
the cost to Canadians?" '~3 any instructions your UI office or Canada 
Certainly, the dollar figures are high. This ~ ~i Manpower Oentre gives you. Your right o conti- 
year's UI payout to Canadians will approach four !i!i~:!::i~i~ii ~, nuing benefits depends on it. 
billion dollars. " If you'll do your job, we'll do ours. 
But consider that figure in fight of the (" Outright criminal fraud is dealt with through 
ultimate benefits to the country, conventional channels. 
The UI program gives temporary financial , Some people abuse the system without even The Unemployment I surance C.mmnisdan d the 
aid to hundreds of thousands ofCanadiana while knowing it. Here, and at times when the abuse is Department of Manpower and Im.dgrationhave ~ome 
they're between jobs. not really criminal in nature, we have our own staff the Canada Employment and Innnigration uo~mrds~m. 
For a tin~, you'll still see our lw.al offi~ identified m 
to hand le  the  problems. Unemplow,.ent I surance offices or Canada Man .,,~, ~_ 
=Isn't UI really just In any case, the vast majority of UI claimants Centres. When a~y're together inone'location, theyllbe 
another kind of welfare?" deal with us as fairly as we try to deal with them. called C,a,r~ta Employment C, entres. 
Far from it. Welfare money is paid only "How about  when I make  a 
according to need. . 
Unemployment i surance money is paid c la im and you say "no"? 
according to eligibility. , ' If you have good reason to disagree with any 
• It's like any other kind of insurance. If you ve decision aUI agent makes on your claim, you have 
worked in imumble mployment, and a situation the right to appeal that decision to an independent W O ~ ~  ~ 1 ~  
arises which entitles you to make aclaim, that and impartial board of referees, or then an Umpire p 
claim will be settled as quickly and courteously as of the Federal Court. 
possible. ~ who want to vork. You can go to the appeal hearing and be 
represented by anyone you wish. 
"Well, what do you do about And if new information comes to light before Emoloi et 
cheaters  and  abuse?"  or during the appeal, you can go back to your' II ~ Employment and • Immigration Canada Immigration Canada 
There are fewer cheaters and abusers than agent and ask for a review of the decision, And the aud Cullen Bud Cullen 
some would have you believe, whole appeal process i free, , Minister Ministre 
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[ Inte .rpreting The News l
Battle shapes up 
over health pot ( 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- A political battle is expected to 
erupt in the next few months over a social policy most 
Canadians take for granted: government-operated h alth 
insurance. 
President Carter, who made health insurance a high- 
priority issue in his campaign for election, plans to submit 
legislation on mandatory health insurance to Congress 
early next year. 
He has set up an advisory committee to draft the 
legislation and recently sent Health Secretary Joseph 
Califano across the border to study Canadian health in- 
surance. 
Carter believes that everyone should have access to good 
medical care, regardless of financial constraints. 
While most Americans applaud that sentiment, he faces a 
tough struggle in convincing many groups, including the 
powerful American Medical Association, (AMA), that 
government onvulvement in the healthcare field is the 
answer. 
Opponents and supporters ofCarter's proposal agree that 
the main stumbling block is money. 
Two specialized U.S. government-funded heaR! 
programs, Medicare for the elderly and Medicaid for poor 
people, are expected to cost taxpayers $10.3 billion next 
year. 
Carter cites soaring hospital costs as a major reason for 
the size of Medicare and Medicaid bills and has urged 
cielings on such tests. 
He says that without hospital cost curbs, the cost of his 
proposed health insurance program would double every. 
five years, "and this is obviously something the nation just 
cannot afford." 
A more insidious problem with the two plans, however, is 
fraud by physicians, pharmacists, health-care facilities and 
laboratories. 
Government investigations have found hundreds of cases 
of flagrant abuse of the two programs, invluding kickbacks 
from laberatories, padded bills and unnecessary eferrals 
from one doctor to another. 
Cailfoano estimates that a new investigation program, 
designed to root out the worst offenders first, willresuit in 
savings of $30 million. 
After initial investigations indicated the extent and cost of 
such fraudulent actions, the U.S. government has moved to 
impose tougher penalties on offenders. 
But the problems with the plan appear to give some 
support to AMA claims that government-operation health 
schemes involve costs that are far out of line with those ot 
private insurers. 
The AMA has proposed its own national health-care plan, 
which would he administered by the private sector and 
funded on a complex formula limiting possible government 
control. 
But if Carter decides a government-operated h alth plan 
is necessary, another promise he made may be threatened: 
his vow to balance the U.S. budget by 1981. 
Carter ealizes that even the imposition of a plan based on 
Canada's relatively inexpensive health program will strain 
the U.S. budget. 
The final formula Carter submits to Congress most likely 
will call for gradual imposition of a national insurance plan. 
It may also provide a considerable degree of private in- 
volvement. 
But any degree of government involvement is sure to 
irritate the AMA, which fears that government interference 
in  the profession will eventually result in government 
control over the entire medical field. 
Today in hi:  c y 
1669--Rembrandt van Quebec City. 
Rijn, Dutch artist, died. 19Z4--Charlton Heston, 
1853---Turkey's American actor, was born. 
declaration began the 1957--Sputnik I, the 
Crimean War with Russia. Russian satellite, was 
1866--Fire swept through launched. 
A-K 
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"You haven't got any experience as an 
astronaut or movie actor. Wha~s your 
third choiceT" 
7'm taking over!' [¢oxcg OF READERS i 
Music man has other amlfitions Thanks to all 
WINNIPEG (CP)  - -  Paul 
Williams is a small man 
with a big dream that is 
showing indications ol 
finally coming true. 
Williams, a 37-year-old, 
fivefoot-two lyricist, is a 
successful composer, 
performer and actor and for 
him there's just one more 
step---directing. 
"That's my dream and 
someday I'm going to leap 
on an old movie crane and 
scream, 'All right, I'm 
taking over,"' Williams said 
prier to a concert per- 
[ormance here. 
"For me the inspiration 
- which made me feel any 
real emotion for an outside 
art form Was film. Even 
now, when dealing with 
music I think in visual 
terms. 
"I also feel good that my 
success in music has 
allowed me to get more and 
more involved in films and 
take the contemporary 
music scene into films." 
Films are Williams' first 
love and the main reason he 
moved to HollYWood in the 
mid-60s. Although is movie 
aspirations took a dive in the 
la[e 60s, he now finds more 
roles openidg up for him. 
WORKING ON FILM 
He has just completed a
Policewoman segment for 
television and is working 
with Charles Bronson on a 
film called $1.98. With Bill 
Bixby, he is co-producing a 
one-hour, made-for-  
television pRot about a 
veterinarian who relates 
better to animals than 
humans. 
"Bll} and I bought Arthur 
Among the Animals about 
two years ago and are now 
working with the Mary 
p~.ler Moore company on a 
riot we expect o air in the 
spring," he said. 
And with every film he 
works on Williams gets 
closer to the director's 
chair. Whenever he appears 
in movies hehangs around 
to learn as much as possible. 
"The longest I last on any 
one set is about hree days, 
after which they usually 
throw me off. I can't heljp 
being where ,the acuon 18 
because it fascinates me. 
"I'm disturbed by what I 
don't know. I don't un- 
derstand lenses, I don't 
understand a lot of areas, 
but then there are a lot of 
good directors who don't." 
When Williams isn't an- 
ling or performing concerts, 
he's writing film scores. But 
he doesn't find much time to 
concentrate fully on his 
writing because of his 
tremendous popularity as a 
singer and composer. 
Still, he's attempting a 
Broadway musical with co- 
writers Ken Ascher and 
PulRzer Prizewinner Paul 
Zandel about Dorothy 
Parker, the 19308 American 
journalist and wit. 
"I like to mix and match 
my career because it makes 
me a moving target, and at 
the same time it keeps me 
~ff the streets." 
"Any other first impressions ofthe new cabinet?" 
The Order of the Royal 
Purple extends . 
congratulations and a 
sincere thank-you to, the. 
residents and business s ox 
Terrace and'District who 
were so generous in their 
donations to the Canadian 
Arthritis and Rheumatism 
Society (C.A.R.S.) in our 
recent canvass. 
In fact, company general 
manager Robert Holt says 
his firm hopes to expand 
p.roduction to the point that 
It cuts into milk sales. 
"We don't want to put the 
dairy farmers out of 
business," he says, "but we 
wouldn't mind stealing a 
little bit of their market." 
Key to the new marketing 
thrust is a $5.5 million 
winery now under con- 
struction in the Lower 
Mainland community of 
Surrey. Holt said in a recent 
interview that first 
production from the new 
plant, scheduled for fall 
completion, will initially be 
receive treatment from a 
well qualified 
physiotherapist on a regular 
basis, and can also be 
referred to the occupational 
therapist and 
rheumatolngist who visil 
Terrace with the van. 
C.A.R.S. operates the 
Rufus Gibbs Lodge in 
Vancouver where patients 
who are receiving treatment Three thousand seven 
hundred and ninety dollars : at the arthritis centre but do 
($3,790.00) was raiseo, not require hospitalization, 
which is well beyond our may s~), in a home-like 
goalof $3,C00. Thanks tothe surrounalng close to the 
Terrace Herald, The News centre. 
Advertiser, and to C.F.T.K. The work of C.A.R.S. has 
radio and television station gained internat ional  
reputation and Doctors from for their wonderful 
coverage. A special thanks 
to the many canvassers who 
gave so much of their time 
and efforts to this worthy 
cause. 
• Last year donations to 
C.A.R.S. provided 32 per- 
cent of their funds which 
were used to provide patient 
care, research, an m 
education programs. 
C.A.R.S. provides three 
occupational therapy vans 
for B.C., one of which comes 
to Terrace twice a year. 
Upon referral from their 
doctors, patients can 
many other countries are in 
Vancouver studying their 
work and doing clinical 
research in hopes that the 
cnsse of rheumatoid ar- 
thritis may soon be found. 
Anyone wishing further 
information on help 
available to them may write 
to the Canadian Arthritis 
and Rheumatism Society 
895 West 10th Ave., Van- 
couver, B.C. V5Z 1L7. 
Yours very truly, 
Edna Fisher 
Campaign Chsirmen 
' '  I I 
[.Business potlight 
ms 
should be. Federal government teams have been con- Wine may cut milk sales centrating heavily on the stimulation of private nterprise to cure some of the country's economic woes -- which in- 
clude falling exports and rising imports, a lowered 
manufacturing capacity, and falling employment in 
manufacturing. The federal government sees private en- 
SAANICH, B.C. (CP) -  ~:~: :nm:hf r~mnthr~ a~:qOCa~ne~o~m~0)°~ pr°dutc:~ ~dB~' : re '~ca~w:dt ,  " terprise as the saviour to many of these problems, andhas 
The spirits of Ste. Michelie e embarked on a program to encourage business and remove 
all discouraging factors that inhibit small business growth. 
Wines Ltd. haven't been This week the federal Minister responsible for Small dampened by the rather fiat Although Ste. Michelie is With the Surrey plant 
Canadian wine market of the province's oldest instream, Ste. Miehelle will peratlon affairs minister, Business, the Honourable Tony Abbott announced a ten 
the last few years, winery, its current streng~ be able to produce one that wine is the d~nk of p0int plan to help Canada's small businessmen, bymeansof 
stemsfrom a combination oz million gallons of wine moderation, simplified statistical and tax reporting procedures, con- 
annually and store three "Wine is really more an- solldation of existing assistance programs and expanded 
million gallons more, Holt extension of food, something business opportunities -- under a 10 point policy paper. 
said, in the most modern to be consumed with Included in the new thrust are plans for Ottawa to increase 
its procurement of goods and services from the small 
business ector. meals," he said. 
Holt says hogwash to 
claims that B.C. can't 
produce good wine. 
"Most people who kn~k 
B.C. Wines are drinking me 
label," said Holt. 
__"Less than 0ne-tenth of 
une per cent of wine 
drinkers are real experts," 
he said. "Of course, that's 
not to say that 20 per cent 
are not reasonably 
knowledgeable and know 
• what they like." 
i ii I I  
Iona  This Week C.mp.g.olo 
As many of you know, this is the 25th year of Her Majesty 
Elizabeth Irs reign. Special celebrations have ben planned 
in each country of the Commonwealth in honor of this oc- 
casion and Canada will be honored by a visit from the Queen 
October 14-19. Her Majesty will visi~ Ottawa over this 
period and will attend many events. She will preside over an 
outdoor Jubilee interdiminational thanksgiving service, 
attend a special luncheon for outstanding Canadian 
athletes, meet leaders of cultural groups in Canada and 
review members of the Cameron Highlanders Regiment, 
and take part in many other activities. . , .. 
Most important, our Queen will give the speecn zrom me 
Throne at the Opening of the 3rd session of the Thirtieth 
Canadian Parliament. In so doing, the Queen will give an 
outline of proposed legislation, and the government's 
general policy approach for the coming year. 
Traditionally, the Throne Speech is read by the Queen's 
representative in Canada, Governor-General Jules Lager. 
I am looking forward to meeting Her Majesty at the 
luncheon for Outstanding Canadian Athletes October 15 in 
my capacity as Minister of State for Fitness and Amateur 
Sport. 
For those of you who do not see the Opening of Parliament 
on television October 17, I will be outlining details of the 
Throne Speech following its release. ~ .... 
I was extremely pleased last week to present the 
Women's Studies Advisory Committee of the NorthWest 
Community College with a support grant of $2,250. 
The funds, granted by the Department of Secretary of 
State, will be used to arrange a two day conference on the 
Women's Studies Program at the College later this fail. 
In Canada t this time the economy isnot as healthy as i t  
takeovers and mergers in 
1973 that brought the 
struggling company into the 
carimg-O'Keefe empire for 
$10.4 million cash. 
carling-O'Keefe merged 
its acquisition with its 
existing Jordan Wines 
branch to create Jordan-Ste. 
Michelie Cellars Ltd., a new 
company with three major 
lines: Ste. Michelle, Beau 
Scjour and Villa. 
Holt said in a recent in- 
terview that the new 
combination, 92 per cent 
owned by Carling-O'Keefe, 
has moved 'into competition 
with Andres Wines as the 
winery in North America. 
B.C. has the heaviest wine 
consumption in Canada, 
more than two gallons a 
ear per capita compared to 
e national average of just 
under the two-gallon mark. 
"That may sound like 
quite a lot," said Holt, "but 
it's nothing when you think 
of countries like Italy and 
France where annual wine 
consumption totals 30 to 35 
gallons per capita." 
Holt would like to see 
increased wine consumption 
The Ministry of Small Business ays it plans to set up a 
new nation-wide information system to guide small, 
businessmen through red tape, and also plans to set u]~ a 
chain of "venture development centres" designed to bnng 
together investors, entrepreneurs, technological an 
management experts. 
The I~roposed policy paper warrants a great deal of 
discussmn, and I hope all of you who may be affected -- 
those of you presently in business -- will make your views 
known to Mr. Abbott's department on this most vital new 
possibility. • 
If you have comments or views on the above or any other 
matter, please write to me, care of House of Commons, 
postage free. 
No matter what you eat, it isn't good 
HALIFAX (CP) -- Amidst a barrage of 
threats of the potential and real dangers 
of substances consumed by humans, a 
survey of local professional opinion shows 
that little, if anything, can be totally 
excluded from the list of possibly harmful 
agents. 
"Distilled water is about he only thing I
don't hink there is any reaction to," said 
Health Minister Maynard MacAskili of 
Nova Scotia. "But we're talking of a 
potential we may not know about." 
Dr. Ross Langley, head of ~he depart- 
ment of medicine at Dathousie Umver- 
sity, said there are things one can take 
with no adverse affects uch as body re- 
placements--vitamins or hormones. 
But even the replacements, given in 
cannot name a substance that everyone 
can safely consume. 
"You can't be sure of anything," she 
said. "You must knew where a food came 
from, whether it is demineralized, and 
some foods are more allergenic than 
others." 
An allergy is defined as an acquired, 
specific capability to react, based on an 
antibody reaction. 
Foods most likely to cause allergies are 
protein-type substances because they 
contain large molecules, said Ms. Mul- 
rooney. A commonly inherited digestion 
problem makes it difficult for these 
molecules to he sufficiently broken down. 
However, cooking can help "denature" 
the offensive substances. 
Dr. A. J. MacLeod of the renology 
largerhad effects.am°unts than necessary, can have dep~tment a the Victoria General, said 
"Drinking too much water can be ad- synthetic chemicals have a potential dan- 
verse to your system," said Langley. ger because humans have not developed 
"Anything in moderation is not a prob- the metabolism to deal with them. 
lem." , t  , t "  There s such a signiflcav, number of 
He said the homeostatic or balancing things added to food today for preser- 
system in the body can control some ration and saleabflity, we really don't 
excesses although synthesized drugs SUCh know the long-term effects," he said_. 
as aspirin and penicillin may cause INFORMATION AYAI~E 
trouble. Theresa MacLeed, a regional con- 
Rifa Mulrooney, a nutritionist at Vic- sultant for the health protection branch of 
toria General Hospital in Halifax, said she the federal department of health and 
welfare said a multil~lier system is being 
used to try to explain to the public how 
they are protected from health hazards 
andwhere they can find information. 
Nutritionists, health teachers, an 
physical education teachers are all in- 
strumental s information dispensers. 
It has been proved that information 
from various sources has often been 
misleading and creates unnecessar 
public anxietY. 
MacAskili said if there is considerable 
evidence a product should not be on the 
market, the knowledge should be made 
public and the article in question 
removed. 
"However, you just shouldn't go run- 
ning off at the mouth about things not 
intensively researched." ' 
Although the health and welfart 
department's role is to protect he public 
from hazardous food andmedical devices, 
one of the biggest problems i  in the area 
of cooking in the home. 
SETS STANDARDS 
The increased use of microwave ovens 
has recently prompted the federal health 
department o establish standardt 
governing their design, construction and 
functioning to reduce any possiblq 
radiation hazards. If door seals are not 
tight or ff the door interlock switches are 
inoperative, an oven may leak radiation. 
Vernon Green, a supervisor for the 
health protection branch of the depart- 
ment, said a product can be taken off the 
market in three days and the public is 
informed as quickly as possible. 
The health protection branch exercises 
control over the Food and Drug Act while 
the department of consumer and corpo- 
rate affairs enforces all aspects of the act. 
False advertising, pois0nous an l  
adulterated foods, labelling anl 
packaging and maintaining prescribed 
standards are dealt with in this legislation 
as well as examining sanitary conditions. 
Despite monitoring by government 
bodies, absolute safety can still not be 
guaranteed and no concrete answer exists 
on what people can safely ingest. 
"It depends on what' the individual's 
chemicalmakeup and emotional state is 
and each must ask himself if he's going to 
live a sterile life or take the bumps," said 
Ms. Muirooney. 
Dr. MacLeod agreed. 
"Freedom is better than restraint in our 
society." 
, ,! I 
No echmen 
,  ake 
t;]:st ioss 
l i n i c  ( ' Coac)~, (  8 ~ ! orts news 
'the Terrace Figure Skating Clui) is hosting in  f 
coach's clinic Oct. 8 from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. and Oct. ~ L ' brie , 
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Any skater that is 14 and over or 12 and over with FANS SET RECORD 
written permiseian from their home lub ls ellgible for NEW YORK (AP) -- A 
Herald Staff the clinic. Skaters will he coming from neighboring record total of more than 
towns as well. 38.7 million fans 'lSmajor 
The Terrace Northmen. The clinic will be held at the senior citizens room In league baseball games this 
lost IN)to Prince Rupert in the arena. Registration fee is $3.00. season, commlsslonez 
that city for the first time in . Instructors for the course will be Taddy Styles from Bowie Kulm's office said 
rugby play this year. vancouver'; a well-known instructor for coaches Monday. The total of 
The scnson is drawing to a clinics; Doug Michie, who is a director and head of 38,746,723 represented an 
close, but the Northmen are coaches for this area and the professional from increase of 24 per cent from 
stilt ahead with only four Smithers. last year's record of 
losses in 14 games. .Those .skaters interested in attending the clinic, 31,318,&~1. 
• Prince Rupert scored a please phone Ann Biggs at 835-5450. , . BEAN SIDELINED 
penalty kick worth three ATLANTA (AP)' -- 
points theneonvertedagoal S a n d e r s o n  r o o k i e s  RunniugbackBubbaBean making another SLX points in wan placed on the injured 
the first half. ~ reserve: list Monday by 
The Northmen were Atlanta Falcons, sidelining 
outl)layedin theflrst half, off Cant lineup ,or the entire 1977 
but came on stroag in the t C S SaUonal Football League 
second half. Still, Prince season. " 
Rupert prevented them 
from scoring. 
The Noi't[unen travel to 
Abbotsford this week-end to 
play against Maple Ridge 
and Langley. Meanwhile, 
the Kitimat Eurocan Rugby 
Club will travel to Victoria. 
Hawks 
fall to 
Bruins 
CANADIAN PRESS 
Chicago Black Hawks 
became the latest victims of 
Boston Bruins in the 
National Hockey League 
exhibition schedule Sunday 
niTgTde Bruins increased 
their undefeated record to 
four wins and a tie with a 4-I 
triumph over the Black 
Hawl~ in a game at 
Chicago. On Saturday, the 
Brulns blanked New Eng- 
land Whalers of the World 
Hockey Association 5-0. 
The Bruins, who lost to 
Montreal Canadiens in the 
Stanley Cup final last year, 
defeated Buffalo Sabres and 
New York Rangers in 
earlier exhibition games. 
Boston, which finished first 
VANCOUVER (CP) -  
Veteran Derek Sanderson 
and three rookies Monday 
were sent to Tulsa Oilers of 
the Central Hockey League 
by Vancouver Canucks of 
the National Hockey 
League. 
Sanderson, sidelined since 
Sept. 21 with a mysterious 
stomach ailment, was sent 
to Tulsa for conditioning 
purposes, a Canucks 
spokesman said. 
The 31-year-old centre 
was checked for possible 
colonitis, an intestinal 
ailment which has bothered 
Sanderson twice previously 
during a 10-year pro career. 
nc reported to training 
camp here Sept. 19 about 15 
pounds over his normal 
playing weight of 175. 
Also dispatched to Tulsa 
were goaltender Glen 
Hanlon and defencemen Jeff 
Bandura nd Dave Morrow, 
all drafted this year from 
junior teams In the Western 
Canada Hockey league. 
Bandura was selected In 
thesecond round from 
Portland Winter Hawks, 
Hanlun in the third round 
from Brandon. Wheat Kings 
and Morrow m the fourth 
round from Calgary Cen- 
tenufals. 
Salary 
in the Adams Division in 
1976-77, also has earned ties rt#'~'~ 1"~ let ~ 
against the Sabres and ~.e~=;. i . J [ . / l /~.~ 
Philadelphia Flyers. . . . . . .  . / ,t..,, 
I~  'other NHL pre-se~..0n '" , .' t '~t'~'l" 
games, Philadelphia t ied' ~ U  ' 
Montreal 2-2,  Buffalo 
blankedNew York Islanders TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) - -  
5-0 and Minnesota North The International Hockey 
League's board of governors 
has voted unanimously to 
put a ceiling on members' 
player salaries. 
"Catting salaries is the 
only thing that is going to 
save hockey," said Ted 
Garvin, general manager- 
coach of Toledo Gealdlggers 
and a major supporter of the 
new measure. 
"We've got to quit fooling 
ourselves. We've got to also 
get the lawyers and agents 
out of the game. Only three 
of 19 teams in the National 
Hockey League made 
money last season." 
Garvin said the other 
leagues had better take a 
look at themselves, too. 
He would not say exactly 
what the new salary I/mR 
was, but that it represented 
"a ' substantial . cut, 
somewhere between 
$120,000 and $135,000." 
Stars tied Detroit Red Wings 
'3"3(~uebec Nordiqucs beat 
Birmingham Bulls 5-0 in the 
lone WHA exhibition game 
Sunday. 
On Saturday, Pittsburgh 
Penguins whipped 
Cleveland Barons 9.4, Los 
Angeles Kings defeated 
Vancouver Cunucks 7-4, 
Washington Capitals tied 
Detroit 3-3, Buffalo and the 
Islanders battled to a 4-4 
draw, Toronto Maple Leafs 
downed Chicago 5-1 and St. 
Louis Blues topped Atlanta 
Flames 4-2, 
JETS WIN 
Winnipeg Jets of the WHA 
beat the North Stars 4-3 in 
another inter-league con- 
test, while the WHA Ed- 
monton Oilers whipped 
Spokane Flyers of the 
Western Internat iom 
Hockey League. 
~'~ - '~  BUILDS HIS :OWN 
TORONTO (CP) -- Stock 
car driver Jack Donobue of 
BoRon, Ont., says he Is 
building his own car to 
compete inthe 1978 Daytona 
500 race. Donohue, 33, who 
I q]l ~ Employment and Emploi et Immigration Canada Immigration Canada 
Canada Centre d'Emploi 
Employment Centre du Canada 
MANPOWER TRAINING 
CAN WORK FOR YOU 
• .Training today can mean a good lob tomorrow. 
The first move is up to you. 
..Consult your CANADA EMPLOYMENT 
CENTRE. An experienced counsellor will help 
you decide whether the Canada Manpower 
Training Program can work for you... 
DIAMOND DRILL HELPER- MAPLE RIDGE 
a l$.week course to train persons for this oc. 
cupation will begin October 3rd at the Pacific 
Vocational Institute's Maple Ridge Campus. 
Applicants must be in good physical health and 
must be willing to work outdoors in all climate 
conditions• Job opportunities are good. 
BUSINESS OFFICE TRAINING UPGRADING- 
TERRACE 
Persons wishing to upgrade or refresh their 
office skills will find a wide variety of options to 
meet their needs at Northwest Community 
College - Terrace. 
KEYPUNCH (DATA ENTRY) tRA IN ING-  
VAN COUV E R 
Training is really available on either afternoon 
or day shifts at Vancouver Vocational Institute 
on modern data entry equipment for suitable 
persons who have good typing speeds. 
POWER ENGINEERING 4th CLASS . VAN. 
COUVER 
Persons wishing to prepare for the 4th Class 
Power (Stationary) Engineering examinations 
may receive 10 weeks of coaching at Vancouver 
Vocational Institute. 
STEEL DESIGN DETAILER.  VANCOUVER 
Structural steel draughting training is now 
readily available on an afternoon shift at Van. 
couver Vocational Institute. Graduates, if 
mobile, find little difficulty in finding work in 
this field. 
NAUTICAL TRAINING. ENGINEERING AND 
DECK OFFICERS. VANCOUVER 
A variety of nautical training courses will be 
available at the Marine Training Centre, in. 
cluding conversion courses for the new deck 
officers' certificates. 
MARINE AND POWER ENGINEERING 
UPGRADE. VICTORIA 
Tutorial training for both marine and power 
engineers wishing to upgrade their certificates is 
readily available at Cam osun College. Victoria. 
TO BCAA MEMBERS 
~~~-~ POINT 
~ ~, ,~ AUTO CHECK 
PHONE OR CALL FOR 
ANAPPOINTMENT TO 
7 Totem' "F°rd ! 
• [~,THIS4~'~~:~FER T ~  ,BCAA MEMOItR$ ON O 
l i ~ l  GOOD FROM SEPT 12- ~ OCT 31 
! 
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has raced in the United PICK LPGA 81TE the sponsor of the tour- 
States and built cars for name.at announeed Monday. 
several of the top American DETROIT (AP) -- A Peter Stroh, president of the 
drivers, says he-is using his major Lad/es Professional Stroh Brewery Co., said the 
own money and con- Golf Association tour- totalpurse for the Aug. 17-20 
tribuflons from "patriotic nament will be played in the tourney will he $150,000, 
Canadians" to build the car. Detroit area next August, with 122,500 for the winner. 
Our Top-of-the-Inn revolving restaurant has a fine reputation for its food. And from your table, 
you and your client will have the finest view in the entire city of Vancouver's constantly changing harbour. 
In vancouver, commonwealth's arbour side 
Holiday Inn hotd makes your business lunch 
an unexpectedpleasure. 
sliding glass doors to let in the 
fresh sea air. 
So next time you visit Vain' 
couver, stay with us and make 
your business trip a pleasure. 
'ur~ 
We're right on the harbour between 
the Baxter Building and the Board of 
Trade. Georgia is three blocks away. 
Burrard just one block east. • 
C ,mmonwealth's Holiday Inn 
Vancouver-City Centre is a 
new, 455 room hotel at the 
heart of the city and right on 
the harbour. 
Our revolving restaurant is just 
one example of how different we 
are for the business traveller. 
Other examples are free indoor 
gues t parking, 7 fully equipped 
meeting rooms, secretarial 
service upon request and a free 
morning paper at your door. 
We're also central, near all major 
office buildings and Gastown. 
Our rooms are different, too. 
Extra big and extra quiet, with 
an extra long double bed, a 
desk, table arid 2 easy chairs 
so you can work properly, and 
, 
For business travellers, commonwealth does things dit[eren~ 
VANCOUVER-CITY CENTRE 
1133 W. Hastings St.,Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3T3 (604) 689-9211 
For free Holidex • reservation service and a guaranteed room rate at any Holiday Inn, call toll free 1-800-261-8811 
And now, guarantee your reservation with our Guaranteed All Night Reservations Programme. 
I ! TUNE-UP 
MODELS I '49,95 9591'95 969,95 
jli ~i![  rlq, I ~ i  1'~ Ad~:~ blbn~ii~Cw~il~i!!ig:ls w i t h  new Motorcralt parts '  
I 
• SEE OUR SERVIOE DE G~ARA-~E~ M 
I 9o DAYS ORI THEY'LL KEEP YOU GOING .,: 
4000 MILES e ALES LTD TE RACE TOTEM FORD S , 
l.,~ .~ro~_.~ 4631 61111 11glIILWK, B£. 635-49H 
- o 
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Every morning 15 members of the 5$- 
member Blueback Swim Club do their 
laps in the Terrace Pool. They swim three 
kllometres, roughly the distance from 
Terrace to Thomhiil. Coach Sharon Lewis 
took four youngsters to the provincial 
I 
championships last July and came home 
with two bronze medals and a fifth place 
in the boys 12-13 relay. With more practice 
and more experience, the club hopes to 
send more swimmers to the Winter 
Games in March. 
Not so hungry now 
Lions deser t it 
The Canadian Press 
Vic Rapp summed it up 
best after both conference 
leaders in the Canadian 
Football League took it on 
the chin in weekend games. 
"We got exactly what we 
deserved," the Britisl~ 
Columbia coach said Sun- 
day  after his Western 
Conference-leading Lions 
were stunned 19-15 at 
Winnipeg by the Blue 
Bombers. "We didn't bother 
to block or protect our 
passer and we didn't sustain 
a drive all day long." 
Mary Levy was't quite so 
eloquent at Montreal where 
his Alouettes, atop the 
highlighted by a successful 
thlrd-and-two gamble at the 
B.C. 24. 
WASHINGTON SCORES 
Jay Washington scored 
the other Winnipeg TD, 
kicker Bernie Ruoff con- 
verting both major scores 
and adding a 40:yard field 
goal and two singles from 
unsuccessful field goal at- 
tempts. Leon Bright scored 
beth B.C. TDs, one on a 36- 
yard pass play with quar- 
terback Jerry Tagge, tim 
other on a 58-yard pass pl~ Ly 
with running back Mi:~e 
Strickiand. Lni Passaglia 
kicked two converts and a 
single. 
for the Montreal points with 
two fn'st-balf field goals, 
giving him a season total of 
102 and a 20-point edge on 
rimner-up Gerry Organ of 
Ottawa. 
Saskatchewan turned 
back a third-quarter move 
by Calgary to pull out the 
win at Regina. Two fourth- 
singles by kicker 
b Macortti were the 
margin of victory. 
SET UP PASSES 
Interceptions et up two 
TD passes by veteran Ron 
Lancaster, the first 
covering 14 yards to Joey 
More sports, Page 8 
Eastern Conference, offered Montreal hasn't looked a Waiters in tim first quarter 
and another of 24 yards in rookie QB Mark Jackson 
much protection against a 
fearsome Toronto front four 
and fell to the Argonauts 18- 
6 in an emotionpacked, 
penalty-filled game at 
Olympic Stadium. 
The B.C. loss was only its 
third against nine wins for a 
four-point spread over 
runnerup Winnipeg and 
Saskatchewan Roughriders, 
who nipped Calgary 
Stampeders 19-17 in another 
Sunday game. 1 
Ottawa Rough Riders 
doubled the score on Ed- 
monton Eskimos, 34-17, in 
an interlocking game 
Saturday at Ottawa. 
VISITS CALGARY 
Ottawa is in Calgary for 
next Saturday's only 
scheduled game. Saskat- 
chewan visits Montreal on 
Sunday with two 
Thanksgiving Day outings 
lined up ~or Monday-- 
Toronto at Hamilton Tiger- 
Cats and Winnipeg at Ed- 
monton. 
The loss ~..~I Mon~eal six 
points clear of second-place 
Toronto, but it marked their 
fourth setback in their last 
five starts after opening the 
season with seven straight 
wins. Three o[ those losses 
have been to Toronto. 
At Winnipeg, Bomber 
coach Bud Riley admitted 
his charges did a job on the 
Lions. 
"We did a good job 
covering on the specialty 
teams this time and didn't 
allow them any big breaks. 
That'S Wl~at killed us the last 
time," he added, recalling 
the Lions' 25-17 win at Win- 
nipeg on Aug. iT. 
Quarterback Rail~ Brock 
capped a 68-yard march lat~ 
in the game for Winnipeg's 
goahead points, going over 
from the Lions one-yard line 
after setting the stage with a 
14-yard run. The march was 
winnerss since No. 1 
quarterback Joe Barnes 
went out with a shoulder 
separation. Veteran Sonny 
Wade is still the CFL's best 
reliever but he, too, had 
trouble putting points on the 
beard before being sidelined 
with injuries last weekend 
after a couple of starts. 
Rookie Mark Jackson was 
left to face the wolves-- 
Toronto's front four of Jim 
Corrigall, Wayne Smith, 
Granville Liggins and 
Esomet Burley-,-and id a 
commendable job in the 
face of their persistent 
pressure until late in the 
first half when both teams 
started to play by the book 
rather than the heart. 
ARGOS RETAILIATE 
With allegations of 
"dirty" Argo play 
emanating from the Mon- 
treal camp through most of 
last week, Toronto seemed 
intent on proving just how 
formidable they can be 
when aroused. The Als 
retaliated and the game 
officials were credited with 
moving the yardsticks more 
often than the players. 
• More than 200 yards in 
penalties were handed out in 
the opening half and the two 
teams wound up with a total 
of 279 penalty yards--146 
assessed to the Alouettes. 
Chuck Ealey, the 
maligned Argo quar- 
terback, tossed touchdown 
~ sses torookie running ck Mark Braga~nolo and 
veteran flanker Mike Eben, 
both covering 10 yards. 
Zenon Andrusyshyn con- 
verted both Toronto major 
scores, added a28-yard field 
goal and a single. 
Don Sweet, the East's 
leading scorer, accounted 
the third quarter to Brian 
O'Hara. Macoritti added 
both converts and a 26-yard 
field goal. Caigar~ QB John 
Hufnagel combined with 
Tom Forzani on a seven- 
yard scoring play and tossed 
a two-point conversion to 
Alex Morris. Kicker Cyril 
McFall completed the Cal- 
gary scoring with a convert 
and field goals covering 43, 
32 and 41 yards. 
Grey Cup champion Ot- 
tawa stayed in the running 
for an EFC post-season 
berth in the mud at Lan- 
sdowne Park behind the 
throwing arm of backup 
quarterback Conredge 
Holloway. The win left them 
tied with Hamilton, idle on 
the weekend, just two points 
back of Toronto. 
Holloway came off the 
bench to engineer three 
scoring plays, tossing two 
TD passes to tight endTony 
Gabriel and another to 
running back Richard- 
Holmes. Organ kicked two 
field goals, converted all 
three touchdowns and added 
a single while Holloway 
kicked a single from a 
broken field goal try. 
COMPLETES SCORING 
Cornerback Tim 
Berryman completed the 
Ottawa scoring by nailing 
Edmonton quarterback 
Bruce Lemmerman i  the 
• Eskimo end zone. Edmonton 
kicker Dave Cutler ac- 
counted for all his team's 
points with five field goals 
and two singl .,s, giving him 
a league-k ad ng point total 
of 128. 
The outcome left the 
Eskimos in fourth place in 
the West with 10 points, four 
ahead of Calgary. 
New Busines,, 's 
Not I,sted ,n our 
We're B.O. Tel Directory. 
Listed x & J AUTOMOTIVES- 6384484 
~ ~  VILLAGE MEATS- 638-1766 
"~ Here  .I TERRAOE 01L BURNER SERVIOES- 635-422"/ 
_ .~)  . . Free - for ON E monthcourtesyofthe DALLY HERALD 
If you wish your business phone 
listed for your customers Please Call 636-6367 
LINK" 
HARDWARE .~ TORES 
Tuesday, 0otober 4 
~, KInG 3 CF,K 4 BCTV • (CTV) (NBC) (CBC) 
Basebal--i'~ = ' - - -  F I Ins tone~ 
R i~ Playoffs FIInstones Emergency 
J i~ Cony a t '  M°ore.~,~=,~i- ary Tyler E m ~ ~.=.~IL~.~-----~ ergency . .= . . - - .  
Cant' Hourglass News 
Can't Hourglass News 
Can't Hourglass News 
mmmlmmmm ~ Muppets il 7 Con't T ~  Can't Muppets Stars of Ice an't Laverne & Search and 
~ l  Coat' Shirley Rescue 
1 8 i NameThat )py Days Man from 
:15 Tune HanDy Days Atlantis 
"The Sandpiper" RimsSimard Show Cant' 
Elizabeth Rene Slmard Show Cony 
Switch 
1/1  :~ ~::: , ~:  ' LouGrant 
LOu Grant I I I  U -~: ' - "  i=r, nr . Lou Grant Lou Grant 
The National CTV News 
: 15 News Night News 
Tonight Final Hour 
Show . Ninety Mlnu.~.,~.~..,..~ F l n a ~  
1'1:~ Tonight Live The Late" Show 
Show Coat "Seventh 
£ L :~ ,showTonight i Co n t ~  ~ C ° n t  Avenue" 
Wednesday, October § 
:15 
:30 
1 1 jL]L :~ 
ml lmmmmlmmlmm 
:121  :is 
l t~  
2 
m m m m  
3 
m m t m  
4 :oo 15 
Fortune 
Knockout 
Anockout 
To Say 
the Least 
The Gong 
Show 
Baseball 
Playoffs 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
Banjo].__ 
Mr. Oreuup 
~Mr. Ore.up 
jesame 
Street 
Sesame 
Street 
Bob McLean 
Show 
Cant" 
CBC News 
I Dream 
of Jeannle 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Hope 
Edge 
Take Movie 
Thirty 
"Downhill Celebrity 
Racer" 
Robert Red ford Cooks 
Gene Hackman Homemade 
Can't TY 
Can't Electric 
Can't __coml~ny 
i n  
Jean Connem 
Show 
Definition 
.Definition 
Kereen's Yoga 
Cant 
I~t  Your Move 
Noon 
News 
Movie Matinee 
"Columbo" 
Cant' 
Cant' 
Cant' 
Cant' 
Anmner 
World 
Another 
World m m ~ m g m  
Alan Hamel 
S~!~ow 
AlanHamel 
Show 
Senford and Son 
The Gong Show 
GORDON & 
ANDERSON 
bring you 
TIlE 
T.V. GUID 
ALL LISTINGS SUDJEOT TO OHAHGE WITHOUT HOTIOE 
- 6p.m. to midnight 
m m m  m m  ~ 
9 KCTS 
(PBS) 
NUstor 
Rogers 
Electric 
Zoom 
Zoom 
Big Blue 
Marble 
MacNell- 
Lehror 
Nlno's 
Journal 
Making "IV 
Dance 
Making TV 
Dance 
Comedy 
Special 
Monty 
Python 
Dacu. 
Showcase 
Cant" 
Cant' 
m m l m m m l  
Latlno 
Consortium 
KIRO 
(CBS) 
Kolek 
Kolek 
"Anatomy of 
a Crlme' 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
'Electric 
Company 
Bread and 
Butterflies 
Cover to" 
C.aver 
ASWe 
See It 
Electric 
Company 
Spinning 
Stories 
Cant' 
Cover to cover 
M Is for 
Music 
America , 
Making 
Music 
Age of 
Uncertainty 
Can't 
Can't 
Sh'~ 
Sesame 
FEATURING THIS WEEK 
Steam Cleaners... 
RENTALS /OI n' 
$16.00 -~ 9 a,m. - 6 p.m. or 6 p.m.  - 9 a.m. 
(gleaner optional) 
WEEKENDS $30.00 Sat. 5:30 P.m. -Tues. 9 aJ 
(share it with your friends) 
 GOnOON & AHDERSON 
-,,,, .LTD. .,z,,,.,,. 
Store Hours: Tues, to Sat. 9 a,m. to 6:30 p.m. Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
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r LOOKING 
FOR A JOB: 
LOOKING 
FOR HELP? J 
THE Herald, 3212 Kolum Street 
P.O. 6ox 399 Terrace, B.C. 
• Phone 63.';.6357-Ter race 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
1. Coming Events 
I 
Rebekah Lodge Tu  and 
Bazaar, Sat. Nov. S, 2.4 p.m. 
Elk's Hall Reffle draw 4 p.m. 
Old Age Ponslonors Tea and 
Three Dollars ($3.00). Bazaar Sit. Nov. 12, 1:104:30 
Yearly by mall In Canada p.m. Arena Banquet Room. 
S~0.00. Senlor Qtlzens $30.00 P.~flsdrsw4:00p,m. (ctfNov,} 
per year. 
Yearly by mall outelde Canada 
~I.00. 
Authorized as second clues mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage In cash. 
Classifieds due 24 howe prior to 
desired day of publication. 52.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
I020, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2rid end 4th Thur. 
sdey every month at S p.m. 
Phone 630.6641. (ctf) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at S 
In the Skesno Health Unit. For 
more Inform4tlon phone 635- 
2847 or 635-3023. 
Kormode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the messing 
room at the Sandmen.Inn. For 
further Information phone 635- 
3442. 
Mooting - Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First end Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) • 
Second end Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the' 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
'The Catholic Womens League 
will hold tbelr Annual Fall Tea 
and Bazzear on Set. Oct. ~.tth at 
the Yerltas A~dflorlum. 
CTF 
. . . . .  j~j 
meet;every Tuesday at Thorhllll 
Elementary "School 7:00 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thorhlll.. F~rther 
Information call 635.S~6. ~" 635. 
7425. 
A special general meeting of 
the Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club memborshlp Is 
railed for Tuesday October 4th., 
at S:~ p.m. In the Clubhouse. 
This concerns your Funding 
Committee reports, recom. 
mend_atlons, discussion of 
General Meeting for election of 
new Officers and Interim 
Operation of the Club. It Is 
vitally Important you ettend.(p. 
Oct.4) 
Sept. 27to Oct. 11 - exhibition of 
art selected for office dlspley In 
Terrace Llbrery Arts Room. 
Ocf. 4 . S:00 p.m. general 
meeting of the Terrace Art 
Association. New comers 
welcome. Library Arts Room. 
A Tea and Bazaar will be held In 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:30 P.M. 
The Independent Order at 
Forestersare having a Tea'; & 
Bazaar at the Elks Hell on 
Oct.15 from 1.4 p.m. 
Homemade Items, baking and 
much more. 
The I.O.F. regular meatlngs.3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
Kltlmet Community Arts 
Council - Next Meeting: 
Thursday Oct. 13, 1977 at 7:30 
p.m. st 'Museum. Arte and 
Craft Folr: The 6th Annuel 
Felr to be held on Oct. 22, 1977. 
at Qty Centre Mall. All 
Welcome. 
A epeclol meeting of the 
Terrace Social Credit party will 
be held at the Terrace Library 
on Wednesday OCt. S, 197/ at 
7:30 p.m. (ctf.3) 
T~rra~ Cl~s--Ci~-li-[ooklng 
for new pieyore. Everybody, 
Including baglnners, ere 
welcome to attend. 
Games end Instruotlon ore 
every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. 
at the Terrace Swimming Pool 
Board Room. For Information 
. Phono Joe et 635-5419 (ctfl 
13. Personal 
r 
I no longer will be req)onslble 
as of September 30, 197/for my 
dabte Incurred by my wlfo 
Chontelle Ml¢heud. Jean 
Mlcheud. (c-1-3) 
14. Business Personal 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
Class A ElectriCal Contracting. 
Free Eslmates. Phone &lS.S07d 
or 431-1211. (¢tf) 
Golden Rule: Odd lobs for the 
Ioblese. Phone 635.4535. 3230 
Kalum. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Rofrlgoratlve Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 6,15. 
Slg4 or 431-1231. (ctf) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Ilcence and police permit 
requtrod. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi - 635.2242 (ctf) 
ASTROLOGY 
Register now for beginners 
~, Advencod evening (:lassos. 
For more information or con. 
suIteflons. Phone 505.2290. 
(Evenings) 
(P-16-S) 
, ~ 
Webb Refripration 
4623 SOUCIE635-21S8 
@ 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repalrsto Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washere, Oryere, 
And Ranges 
(~f) 
19. Help Wanted 
Required Immediately- ex- 
perionced loader operator for 
new heal.boom cable loader, In 
rite Williams Lake area. Salary 
commensurate with ex- 
perience. Twelve months 
operation period. Contact: 
Dave Kerren. Jacobean 
Brothers Forest Products 
Phone 392.4121 weekdays or 
Write Box ~710 Williams Lake 
(c.I.S) 
! EXPERIENCED 
SECRETARY 
required part.time 
for 
B.C. GOVERNMENT 
.EMPLOYEESa UNION 
TE RRACE AREA OFF ICE 
f you're • self.starter with e Iot 
of Initiative who enjoys dealing 
with. poopto, our union office 
may be the place for you. we 
need on exerplenced secretary 
who can operate a variety of 
standard office equipment and 
has a good telephone an© 
personal .contact manner 
Trade union background an 
asset. Approx. 20 hours per 
week. Excellent union wage 
rates, and fringe baneflte. 
Written applications to b~ 
submitted to: 
BUSINESS ! [ Roger Davis 
OPPORTUNITIES Staff Representative 
Wewlll Establish you In No.2.4551 Grelg Ave. 
Terrace VSG 1M7 
your own (c.2.S) DISCOUNT FABRIC 
STORE 
In the location of your choice, 
Initial investment $10,000 to 
$15,000. For moro In. 
formation write to 6ox 2043 
Sin. R. Kelowna, B.C. VlX 
4KS. 
Order of the Royal Purple. 
Novelty bake sale Saturday 
Nov. 19 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Elks 
hell corner of Sparks and Perk. 
Donuts and coffee 50 cease. 
(otf.Nov.19) 
.13. For Sale - Misc. 
Electrical Service, 60 amp with 
breakers $35.00, Snow Ski's, 130 
cm with poles end size 3 boots 
535.00. Snow Ski's 150 cm with 
pales Ind size 8 boots 585.00. 
Sleigh 15.00. Water ski's, J- 
Combl, New $35.00. ice Skatse. 
Daoust size 6 510.00. Music 
stand, collepeeble $3.00. 
Strombacker Road Racing set, 
misc. places. Phone 635-4031 
eftor 6 p.m. (p-2.S) 
I I 
33. For Sale - Misc. 
. . . .  k .  
' 49. HRmes for Sale 
Couch end Chair for sale. In 
excellent condition. Phone 635. 
5620. (p.19.2) 
One antique wood cook stove 
and one wood cook stove. 1972 
International Travel.All 
$1800.00. Open to offers. Phone 
635.2485. (p.21.2) 
Hunter Special . 8 ft. Cam. 
perette with boat rack. also 12 
year old Mare Pony. Phone 635. 
7521. (p.20.3) 
37. Pets 
For Sale: Purebred Arabian 
Horses: Lovely bay filly 8 
months old, Chestnut filly 2Y= 
years, Grey stalllon, Ferzon 
grandson, 4 years started 
western. These horses always 
place in top ribbons. Gentle. 
• Contact Sen.J Arabians S.S. 3 
Blackwater Rd. Prince George, 
B.C. 964-7662 (c-2.4) 
For Sale: Registered 10 months 
old Male Alaskan Malmut. To 
see phone 635.5688. (p.2.$) 
39. Boats & Engines 
1974 Chrysler beat motor for 
sale. SS H.P. complete with let, 
good condition. $900. Phone 
635.2420 (c.21.3) 
47. Homes for Rent 
2 bedroomduplex on Muller St. 
In Thornhlll for Information 
call 635.5773 (p.2) 
48. Suites for Rent 
L HILLSIDE LODGE 
I 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping 
units, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non.drinkers 
ly. Phone 635.5611. (ctt) 
II I I 
FOR SALE 
bedroom home with com. 
)letod basement, suite carpeted 
throughout, Shaw fireplace 
)lusmanyextras. Drive by 4801 
Halllwell or phone 635.3944 after 
S p.m. for datolls. Priced at 
$51,500. (otf) 
• l l l l  I I  I . . . . .  
Four bedroom house with un- 
finished basement on 5 acres of 
land. Across from N.W.C.C. 
alsowork shop 60' x 40" wide and 
20' high. On 12.5 acres, Y~ mile 
from city Limits. For more 
Information phone Houston 
2928 or write to Box 500. (p.Oct 
14) 
For Sate: 3 bedroom modular 
home. Fullbaeament on 2acres 
$34,900. Phone 635.3469 or 679. 
~_1~_¢:se~. oct) 
2 bodronm.houee for sale: 
.Beautifully situated on Lokelea 
Lake. Large tot. Must sell, 
owner leaving town. Phone 635- 
3178. (p-19.2)) 
aS. Property for Sale 
Must sell - Two wooded lots 
totalling 5.13 acres, Ideell) 
located In the town of Telkwe. 
Sub.dividing poealbllltles. 
Write Box 2322, Smlthers, 6.C. 
of phone' 047-33,r~. (p.20-3) 
57. Automobiles , 
1970 Ford LTD. Good condition. 
51,400 or best offer. Phone after 
5:00 p.m. 638-1577 or view at 
5218 McCennell (I)-!-3) 
For Sale:• 1973 Dodge 
Tradesmen. Van. Interior 
Customized. Please phoneafter 
6:00 p.m. 635.3029 (p.20.3) 
1970 Ford Custom. Four dr. 
sedan, 302 cubic Inch, 
automatic. Priced to sell. 
Phone 635.6235 or 635-4228 (otf) 
Room for rent for single gen. TR& Good condtlon 69, Inquire 
tlmen In the bench area. Wlth at Northwest Communlty 
' "kitchen. "and living ~ College Dora B, Room 102 (I)-2- 
"fac'llltle~;. Phone 635.3971 • 6) 
:i 
Hormones to kill budworm;; 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- An 
assistant professor of plant 
soieneeo at the Universdy of 
British Columbia says there 
is a biological method of 
eonirolling Western spruce 
budworm in the Fraser 
Valley. 
"If we could approach the 
problem with a con- 
centrated effort this spring, 
I think a solution to the 
budworm problem could he 
two years down the road," 
said Bob Elliot during a 
recent interview. 
Elliot said a hormone- 
spray~ technique used to 
control grasshoppers could 
be applied to control of 
budworms that have 
defoliated an estimated 
600,000 acres in the Fraser 
Valley. 
Beautiful junkyard 
only attracts vandals 
A combinatio. 
mones would b, 
the infested ar 
making the wol 
fast that they 
their outer shel 
But Roy S 
Canadian For~ 
biologist, is not 
about the eff~ 
hormone spray: 
EATS BUDS 
He said the 
tested one horr 
Eastern spruct 
cousin of th 
.AT r Canadian Brotherhood of McGrath said he was been signed up with the ITF, BIDS FOR B 
[ ] i977 Blazer KS. Many options. Railway, Transport and negotiating with A worldwide union with WILLOUGHB" 
01i.t on Manor I For more Information cell 62,1- General Workers (CBRT), representatives of the which the CBRT is af- (AP)  - -  A spoke 
I[Furnlshedor unfurnished studio I 5015. Interested parties only; said Sunday the crewmen shipping agent, Maple Ship- flllated. Since they went on T-O Inc., wt 
[or 1 bedroom apertments. | (c.20.3) aboard the Liberian-regis- ping Co. Ltd., and the ship's strike, they have received Rawling Sport 
[Security enterphone. Sauna.| tered Oceanic Amity are ownereforastandard Inter- intimidating wires from said Wednesda~ 
l 635.4251 I 1974 Mazda, 4 door Station being paid about $130 a n a t i on a I T ran  s pc their government and the has offered $17 
[ 638.1032 | Wagon. Low mileage, excellent month. American Le, 
. ,condition. $3400 firm. Phone The ship's hull is eroded Federation contract for the NaUonal Seaman's Board, baseball's Bosto 
638-1842 after 6 p.m. (It/) workers, he said. 
Hijacked passenger criticizes APARTMENTS -For -Sali. ~--1v50 ~0oar-~ I N D E P E t • engine 4.speed radial P.S. lots RETAIL 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. One, of extras needs some work, new 
engine. Inquire at 4017 N. 
two and three bedroom part. decision to m e e t  demands u R G E meats. Laundry tk Storage Munroo 635.6728 after S p.m. (p- 
area. Near schools and 2.5) FORT, 
downtown. Cleam quiet, playing games, they should had-. And for others it was bpoclous, security Iock.t4p end Sell: 71 Ford ~ ton Sport By PAUL CHUTKOW HOLIDAY ! 
)atrol. Custom rlggod for troller of DACCA (AP) - -  A U.S. have been on that plane." much worse. 
camper good power end econo missionary among '~ the AGREE'S IT'S WAR "Isaw a Seudiman pistol- 
635.5:124 my, new paint loaded with hostages freed from a These guys called it war whipped twice. Other WE H,~ 
extras, reasonable call Ken hijacked Japanese airliner and I agree," he continued, passengers were clubbed on OVERPROC 
eft) eveningSlaurel St.635"7572(p-2-4) view st 2118 in this Bangladesh capital But "they didn't want o die ; the head..It was unjusUfied. DISTR E 
condemned the Japanese theywouidn't have blown up We were all cooperating. 
3badroom rowhouslngsultes. ~07~ Mazda 208, 4 door bucket government's capitulation the plane with themselves There was no rhyme or SURPI  
Full basement, 1V2 baths, V2 'seats, radio - S track, 4 speed, tO the demands o f  the five on it." ' ALL TY 
block from schools. 3 mln. walk winter tires, very good con- terrorists. "They were too cocky for reason to i t "  • Caldwell said he was OF from town. Suitable for dillon. Asklng $1,000 Phone 635. Jenabe Ca]dwell, 51, of that." admitted to hospital for 
Mmllles. $250 per month. 6 762Rafters (p.2.3) Anchorage, Alaska, saidthe Caldwell said the ordeal acute constipation and a MERCHA 
months lease. Apply suite 118, 5½day ordeal aboard the aboard the 15lane was painful hack ailment. He 
3530 Kalum. (cff) For Sale: 1976 Mercury 2 door' plane was "pretty "pretty horrendous." said he was leaving the U P TO 4010 
hard top bast offer, 2 studded hor rendous ,  te r r ib ly  "You were living in your huspital today and planned 
2 bedroom sulto. Available snowtlresE.78.14wlthrlmscall terr ib ly  brutal ,  but I ownhe", the lack of air, the to f fy  to Banitkok. BELO 
stench, the complete an- Ba~aism m a modern October 1, 1977. Centrally 635.4206. (p.2.3) wouldn't have let those guys justified brutality. W H O L E 
located. Phone 635.9471 (cff) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  go." religion developed in ~an 
" Transfers- Plates - Sales Tax. "The minute we give in to " I  thought I had lived that stresses principles of 
CEDARPLACE See Wlghtman & Smith - criminals we're finbhed, under pretty tough con- universal brotherhood and WRITE: 
but tMs was me social equality. APARTMENTS AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 and that's just what we're itious,-but 
Lakelea Ave. Terrace. Opon doing," said Caidwell in a )u~hest livin~ I've ever 
4931 Walsh Avenue Saturday. (ctf) telephone interview from 
Suite 113 the Holy Family Hospital. i t L00K jp  
Terrace, B.C. "While I was on the plane, 
635,7056 76 HONDA CIVIC I thought, 'This is war, and 
New 1~ 2 and 3 bedroom suite. ,  "HATCHBACK" even i~ we're casualties, we 
for rent. Frldge, stove, drapes, shouldn't give into it." AS lOW as  $200.00 you can buy a 14' wide 
carpet, rec area, sauna and pool Featuring: Low mileage, AM. "Somewhere we've got to 
table, with security en. FM, In dash stereo, tope deck, have enough guts to stand mobile home - furnished - set up and delivered. O R 
lerpehone and elevator. Ab. radial fires, clock, roof rack, up for what we believe in." 
solutely no pets. console, many other options. Caldwell, a missionary for HURRY! 
(c~f) Get economy with good gas the Bahai sect, said the five 
mltea0et phone 638.1449 after S hijackers were "mostly Phone Mr. George - collect 434-9175 
Near new 2 bedroom apartment p.m. (c.2.9) boys," but "anyone who 
In 6.plex close to hospital IV= - th~S these Commies were 
baths, stove and frldge, 
available Nov. 1st. (ctf) 58. . . . . . .  Mobile Home s .... i ~ I - 
For Sale: Mobile Homo. Set up DO It Now 
One bedroom, basement suite, In Woodland Hlaghte Trailer WANTED 
$150.00with saUnae month,In theclosebedroom.to t wn Park. Fully sk i r t , ,  with JuRy A l u m i n u m  
4700 blockon Davis. Phone 635. shock. Phone635.S348atter S:00 
3679. Small frldge and stove p.m. (D.19-2) Ambitious boys or girls to do carrier 
Included. (p-2:S) house19'7 0X,trailer.SquareGuntWOtypabedroomfur. routes .  Sheets 
Furnished two bedroom unit nace. Nlce andclonn, carpeted 
carpeted, fireplace, dishes, Inthebathroom end living room Good experience and earnings for the 
linen, T.V., vacuum etc. $150 per month. No animals, ~n x ~e 
Suitable for working people. No singles Phones 635.2482 right persons. 
Phone63S.,757.(p-2-6) 2.5)between4"6:20P'm't°vlew'(P" 12 sheets only. 375  
For sale: 1bedroom house at 66. Rec. Vehicles Phone Mr. Ldl,lle 636-6361 THE nelLY HEIIALO 
4645 Kelth Avenue. Price 52,002. 
Must be moved before ' The Tenaoe Daly Herald 
snowfall. Phone 635.6334 days 13' Camper Troller. Phone635- 3212 Kalunl St, Terrace 
or 635.6974 nights. (c.19.9) 5628 (p . l .S )  ~ 
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one en tl~ 
budworm, 
western 
variety, and fmid that the SURREY, B.C. (CP) -- spokesman Beverly back to them," said hormone killed I ,` e pests but 
The owners of United Auto Jacques, "trying to make it Jacques. 
Wrecking tried to add a look like a business hould STOLE FLAGS not at a level hil i enough to 
touch of class to a business instead of like a junkyard." Then last week vandals be effective. 
where class is usually The company planted stole 13 flags that had gone However, he aid a com- 
lacking, but the public's trees and shrubs, put up_ up only two weeks before, binaUon of tw, hormones 
response hasn't been flags and won several "We put up 13 flags on might be more ffective. 
exactly what they were beautification awards. But poles, all right next to each The spruce budworm 
hoping for. ' lately their efforts have other," said co-owner Dick defoliates trees by eating 
The company, located in attracted attention the~ Molt. '~fhero were the flags tree needle bud during its 
this munic|pallty south of would rather not have. of all the provinces, an larva stage. 
Vancouver, keeps their pile Vandals ripped out palm American flag and a couple A $1-millior pesticide 
of rusting wrecks out of treos and shrubs, and stole of Canadian flags, spraying proj ram was 
sight behind a whitewashed '21of30tmesplantedulenga "The ropes that raised cancelled last VIay after 
and lowered them were low protests from ommanity, 
blocktheir eadquarters.°f b ildings that is property.fence down the side of the enough so that someone medical, unio and en- 
"We've always had this in "We removed the other wal]fing along the fence vironmental grops that the 
mind," said company nine before they could get could reach them. pesticides--0r~ rune and 
Satin-4 Oil--poe i a hazard 
to tha local pep lation and Slave wages paid wildlife'.. Elliot said t :  has not 
looked farthel into the floating coffin hormone ,rogr, n because o n  his grant is for: grieultural 
research. 
so badly in the crew's Such a contract would "To get sc ~port for 
VANcoUVER (CP) -- A quarters that "you can see raise their wages to $1,000 a budworm re, ,arch is 
s~.'p being picketed by its 20 daylight through it," it's month and improve their another questiol " he said. 
Filipino crewmen in Van- permanent handrail is living conditions, he said. He said the ne ~ essary re- 
couver harbor appears to be eroded and missing in The 33-yeer-old ship was search woul¢ involve 
a "floating coffin" and the sections, there are rats to take on a load of sulphur examining at ,ut 4,000 
crew is getting "near-slave aboard, there hasn't been a for Taiwan, but loading hormonal comp mda, then 
wages," says union change in linen for about a halted when the crewmen testing a short ..st of bet- 
spokesman Tom McGrath. year andthereareproblems went on strike Sept. 27, ween 20 and 50. 
• McGrath, spokesman for with the sanitary facilities, McGrath said. 
the seamen's local of the he said. " He said the workers have ' 
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In brief:] Teams 'march to playoffs 
D ll d op Ya ] P layo f f l  "" -Dodge " t offz o ar  r s nks Phdhes-vs rs zn bes ve 
M~ (CP - The C~ adian dollar dro[ 
entonl~ H Yorkn neymarketsMor, take  o7 '~ [ [ PHILADELPHIA (AP) -  ter's 31st homer, a record the third" game of the 
All Dave Johnson wanted for [he Expos p|ayofis Friday when they BURN WOOD 
~t-year wof92.5~ LS.cents. schedule was a chance to play--first PAVED 1fIE'WAY move to Philadelphia's AND SAVE MONEY!  
Bank ficial sa [ the difference yal second base, • Tommy HuttonSs double Veterans Stadium, where 
nd U.$ interest ntes has been ] RO S By THE CANADIAN PRESS an,-.,here . . . .  =~,1, . . . .  ¢, , -aP es' thePhilsareG0-21, ave u : -  . ~ . . . . . . . .  : ,,,. hilli g P 
lasar ,  aitmore eople are selling Best.of.Five Throughout the season, run in the fourth Hecrossed three hits and three runs 
5 cause a vacuu in the Canadim All Times EDT the Philadelphia Phillie| on Pete Mack~in's two- (one tin_earned) in seven in- 
ht abou i downw~ d pressure on the NEW YORK (AP) - -  R Tonight's Game utiJity infielder and pinch- base throwing error on Jim _nin_ gs. He gave way to Tug 
took 162 games and six Philadelphia (Carlton 23-10) hitter got some chances, but Morrison'sgrounder M.curawandGeneGarber, 
months of struggling, but at Los Angeles (John 20.7), 8:1S not nearly enough to satisfy Machanin not thee two WhO picked up his 19th save. T Ik ti Kansas City Royals and P.m. ' a s construc ve  New York Yankecs are right Wednesday Game him. back with ~lS first--and _ Th~ Phllliee drew 25,412 
back where they left off a Kansas City at New York, Now, with only 156 last--homer of the season in uunaay, giving them 
year ago -- battling for 3:1s p.m. regnlarseason at bats and a the second, with Carter on 2,700,070 for the year, only 
baseba l l ' s  Amer ican Ph,adelphla at base. Johnstone clouted his the seeond franchise to draw 
MONTREAL ) - -  anadia  p~d more 
than half a cent on New York money arkets Monday, clos- 
ing at an eight-year low of 92.53 U.S. cents. 
A Royal Bank official said the difference between 
Canadian and .S. interest rates has been narrowing 
recently and as a result more people are selling Canadian 
dollars. This caused a vacuum in the Canadian markets 
wl~ch brought about a downward pressure on the dollar, he 
added. 
SALISBURY (Reuter) -- Rhodesia said Monday that 
Prime Minister Ian Smith's secret talks with Zambian 
President Kenneth Kaunda were held at Kuanda's in- 
vitation and that the talks had been constructive and 
friendly. 
In the first official comment on the Sept. 2S meeting since 
confirming last Saturday that it had taken place, a 
spokesman for Smith said Zambia had invited the prime 
minister there and that he went to Lusaks without the 
knowledge of South Africa, Britain or the U.S. 
The Smith-Kaunda t lks were welcomed Monday by two 
major black nationalist organizations here, including 
Nkomo's African National Council (ANC)-Zimbabwe--but 
were scorned by a third as having sinister implications. 
Zimbabwe is black African for Rhodesia, where its 6.5 
million blacks are more than six times its white population. 
Lang in Japan 
TOKOYO (AP)- Canadian Trasnport Minister Otto Lang 
met with Japanese Agriculture Minister Zenko Suzuki 
today and sounded out the possibilities of increasing 
Canadian exports or pork, wheat and lumber to Japan. 
Suzuki told Lung Japan would continue to import 
Canadian wheat o meet demand from bakeries but ruled 
out the possibility of any immediate increase in imports, 
department officials said. 
The Japanese minister also said Japan's pork production 
is increasing steadily, indicating Japan cannot afford to 
push up purchases from Canada, the officials added. 
Lang arrived in Tokyo Sunday for a four-day visit. 
Gays ruled immoral 
WASHINGTON (AP) --The U.S. Supreme Court let stand 
today rulings by Washington state courts that homosexuals 
are "immoral" and may be fired from their jobs because of 
their sexual preference. 
The Supreme Court refused to hear the appeal of a 
Tacoma, Wash., high school social studies teacher, fired 
after almost 13 years on the job because he acknowledged 
being a homosexual. 
James Gaylord, 39, taught at Tacoma's Wilson high 
school until 1972, when school officials learned of his 
homosexuality. Although no misconduct involving other 
faculty members or students was alleged, Gaylord was 
fired for violating the school district s rule against im- 
morality. 
• Gaylord managed to keep his sexual preference secret 
during most of a teaching career that won the praise of 
school officials but the officials said his continued em- 
ployment would impair the school's learning atmosphere. 
Climbers camp out 
KATMANDU, Nepal (AP) -- A Canadian expedition 
trying to reach the 23,442-foot summit of Ptnnori, a satellite 
peak of. Mount Everest, has established its second camp, 
the Nepalese foreign ministry reported Sunday. 
The ministry said the six-man expedition's base camp re- 
ported that the second camp was established at21,200 feet 
last Tuesday. 
The camp was established by two British Columbia 
c.arpenters on the expedition--George Homer, 34, of Golden 
andSteve Sutton, 34, of Vancouver. 
The expedition is led by Ian Rowe, a 33-year-old 
mechanical engineer, also from Golden. 
The expedition plans to launch its final assault on the 
summit sometime during the early part of this month. 
Mount Everest itself, the world's tallest peak, rises to 29,- 
028 feet. 
Brezhnev flunky 
MOSCOW (AP) -- The Soviet Union's leaders this week 
opening a week of meetings that are expected to result in 
the naming of a first vice-president for President Leonid 
Brezhnev. 
In televised sessions, the leaders will also reveal the final 
text of the new Soviet constitution, which creates the post of 
first vice-president, They also may announce an amnesty 
for prisoners or other gestures to mark the 60th anniversary 
of the Bolshevik Revolution. 
Diplomats believe that if a powerful ally of Brezhnev is 
named to the new vice-presidency, he would become Brezh- 
nev's second in command. This would put him in an ex- 
ceUent position to succeed to the chairmanship of the 
Communist party, the state's top post, when Brezhnev, now 
nearly 71, leaves the scene. 
Oil tax considered 
WASHINGTON (AP) --President Carter is considering a 
$5-a-barrel levy on imported oil if the U.S. Congress craps 
his plan to raise domestic rude oil taxes, says his top 
energy adviser. 
The import fee would raise gasoline prices five to seven 
cents a gallon, the same increase nvisaged by the presi- 
dent's original proposal, Energy Secretary James 
Schlesinger said Sunday. 
"We are in this ludicrous position in which we are sub- 
sidizing every barrel of off that comes into the country/' 
Schlesinl~er said. 
"That zs the reason the (domestic) equalization tax was 
proposed. If Congress fails to enact hat tax, the president 
must consider other alternatives'" 
Schlesinger said the president could raise taxes on im- 
ported oil under the Trade Adjustment Act without having 
to get congressional pproval. 
Schiesinger said the $5-a-barrel import tax would, by 
raising gasoline prices, have the same energy-saving effect 
as a $2.50-a-barrel tax on domestic rude. 
Schiesinger said the United States "cannot afford" to 
continue importing $45 billion worth of off, the projected 
total for this year. 
He said that while gasoline prices would rise under the 
im~rt tax, consumers would be offered some form of tax 
rehef. Carter has promised to rebate the $12 billion to $15 
billion the domestic crude tax would generate to con- 
sumers. 
League pennant. 
The best-of,five seres,. 
yl~go ins Wednesday in New 
rk with a day game. The 
,two teams play Thursday 
night in Yankee Stadium 
and then move to Kansas 
City for a night game 
Friday. If they are needed, 
they'll play a day game 
Saturday and night game 
Sunday. 
The winner is host in the 
first two games of the Wrodl 
ser ies ,wh ich  begins 
Tuesday Oct. 11. 
One pitch separated the 
two division champions a 
year ago. They went down to 
the ninth inning of the fifth 
playoff ~ame before Chris 
Chambhss blasted a 
dramatic home run that put 
the Yankees in the World 
Series for the first time 
since 1964. 
Bith teams suffered 
through difficult times this 
season as they dought to 
repeat heir division, rifles. 
The Yankees had a summer 
of discontent, often arguing 
with each other on and off 
the field. The Royals 
became involved in a four- 
team battle in the West with 
strong and surprising 
challenges from Texas 
Rangers, Chicago White Sox 
and Minnesota Twins. 
In early August, the 
Yankees, who spent much of 
the season's early months in 
third place, seemed to 
straighten out. The tur- 
naroued, which inluded a 
string of 40 victories in SO 
games, started when Reggie 
Jackson was inserted into 
the cleanup spot in the 
batting order. 
Jackson, the centre of 
much of the clubhouse 
controversy, responded with 
a rash of home runs and 
runs batted in that pushed 
his season's total in both 
departments up among the 
league leaders. 
Third baseman Graig 
Nettles, voted the club's 
most valuable player in a 
poll of the players, swung a 
lethal bat and catcher 
Thurman Musnon, last 
year's American League 
MVP, also.supplied plenty of 
Los Angeles, 
8: lS p.m.  
Thursday Game 
Kansas City at New York, 
8:15 p.m. 
Friday Games 
Los Angeles at ~Phlladelphla, 
3:15 p.m. 
New York at Kansas City, 
8:15 p.m. 
Saturday Games 
New York at Kansas City, 
1:1S p.m., if necessary. 
Los Angeles at Philadelphia, 
8: lS p.m., if necessary. 
Sunday Games 
Los Angeles at Philadelphia, 
4:15 P.m., If necessary. 
New York at Kansas City, 
8: lS p.m., if necessary. 
~ wer. Jackson, Nettles and unson teamed for more 
than 85 home runs and more 
than 300 runs batted in. 
The attack's table setter 
was leadoff man Mickey 
Rivers, the club's leading 
hitter whose speed often sets 
up yankee rallies. 
ChambUes and outfielders 
Roy White and Lou Piniella 
rounded out the offence that 
finished tied for the AL lead 
in hitting with Boson Red 
Sox and Minnesota with a 
.280 hatting average. 
The defence was alrthight 
with second baseman Willie 
Randolph and shortstop 
Bucky Dent doing an lamest 
flawless job up the middle. 
Pitching was the Yankee 
problem but three hurlers 
were consistently out- 
standing. 
Ran Guidry demonstrated 
an explosive fast ball that 
made him the staff's biggest 
winner and most depen- 
dable starter and relievers 
Sparky - Lyle and Dick 
Tidrow had long stretchs in 
which they pitched almist 
daily. Lyle had either the 
win or save in one-third of 
the Yankee victories and 
Tidrow came out of the 
bullpen for some omportant 
starts down the stretch. 
Mike Torrez an Ed 
Figueroa hurled well, but 
strangely, the best winning 
~ r centsge on the staff longed to Don Fullett, who 
won 14 games despite long 
stretches when he was 
sidelined by injuries. 
.321 average behind him, 
Johnson will get a chance-- 
a big one. 
Tuesday in Los Angeles, 
the Phillies open the best-of- 
five National League 
playoffs against the 
Dodgers and the starting. 
first baseman for the East 
champions will be Johnson, 
a former Baltimore Oriole 
and Atlanta Brave slugging 
second baseman who spent 
two years in Japanese 
baseball before joinmg the 
Phillios this spring. 
• "He deserves a start," 
said manager Danny Ozark 
after his Phillies concluded 
a 101-victory season Sunday 
with a 5-3 win ov~r Montreal 
Expos. "He's done it all 
year for us, whatever we've 
asked of him, especially 
against left-handed pitch- 
era." 
Several people were 
surprised that Ozark went o 
Johnson--including 
Johnson. 
DIDN'T KNOW 
"I didn't know it until 
now," Johnson said. "I had 
heard that he said he was 
going to start the other guy- 
(Hebner). It's not 
something.I'd worry about, 
it's hot my job. He knows I
want to play. 
"But I owe him a lot. He 
15th homer in the fifth to over 2.7 million. The 
close the scoring. Dodgers did it in 1962 and 
Christensen, who will hurl again this season. 
I 
B,O.G.E.U. 
SPECIAL MEETING 
of the 
B.i). Government Employees Union 
TO DISI)USS THE NEW CONTRAi)T 
to he hold 
OCt. 5, 1977 KitimatHolel at 12 noon 
Oct. 5, 1977 Tomes Hotel at 8 p.m. 
Plan to attend 
Pan-Am wrestling 
MEXICO CITY (AP) -  of Vancouver won the 
Canada won six medals in bronze in the 08-kilo class 
the final round of the (149.5 pounds), John Mc- 
freestyle matches of the Thedrinof Montrealcame in 
Pan-American wrestling third in the 74.kilo section 
championships Sunday. (163.5 pounds) and Wayne 
Clark Davis of Vancouver, Bdghtwell of Guelph won a 
competing in the 82-kilo bronze in. the 100-kilo 
class (180 pounds) and division (220pounds). 
Michael Cappell of Guelph, Teams from Canada, the 
Ont., in the 90-kilo diviszon United States, Cuba, El 
(198 pounds), both won Sa lvador ,  Venezuela,  
silver medals. Puerto Rico, Nicaragua nd 
John Park of Parry Meomco attended the four- 
Sound, Ont., was third in the day tournament hat in- 
62-kilo division (136.5 cluded Greco-Roman and 
pounds), Mimmo Morrelio freestyle comPetition. 
HEATERS 
Exc luewe pal- 
eared features of 
Ash ley  Wood 
Heaters wdl pro- 
v ide  you w i th  
year 'round heat 
for a lot lees than 
o ther  heaters .  
Choice of hand- 
some cabinet or 
console styling or the economy modeh 
• Sizes to heal up to 6 rooms or more 
* Use,s report up to 75% fuel eevlngs 
• Build only one fire a season 
• Fill only once In 12 hours . . . -  
even in coldest tempe,atures. 
Wrote lot Free Folder 
BL ,Z 
Industr ies 
of Canada, Ltd. 
50 Electronic Avenue 
Port Moody, B.C. 
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and ' 
MoGAFFEII¥ LTI), 
4805 HW¥. 16W 
TERRAOE 
630-7264 
kept me on the club, had 
enough confidence to play 
me against left-handed 
pitchers and I really en- 
joyed playing these last 
three games, against lefties 
or righties.". 
To show his appreciation 
Johnson doubled in Larry 
Bowa in the first inning and 
later scored on a wild pitch. 
In the third inning, Johnson 
singled Bowa to third and 
the peppery  shortstop 
scored frem there on Jay 
Johnstone's sacrifice fly. 
Sunday Johnson played 
second base--his natural 
ition. Tuesday he'll be at 
t base, where he has 
played ."maybe 30 or 40 
games m my career--but 
I'II be ready and I feel I can 
handle it." 
Johnson's hitting helped 
the Phillies and Lar ry  
Christonson, 19-6, build an 
early lead on Rogers, 17-16. 
The only Expos retaliation 
in the first three innings Was 
a home run by Gary Carter 
in the second. It was Car- 
WINS CHAMPIONSHIP- 
LOS ANGELES (ALP) - -  
Mex ico 's  Raul Ramiriz 
broke service in  the 10th 
game of the third seesaw set 
to defeat op-seeded Brian 
Gottfried and win the 
$100,1}00 Southern California 
~on n tennis championship 
day, 7-5, 3-6, 6-4. 
Ramirez, seeded third, took 
home $14,000. 
par t i c ipate  in  Enterpr i se  
Canada '77  
Luncheon Speaker: 
The Honourable R. J. Perreault, 
Leader in the Senate. 
Friday, October 7. 
Terrace Hotel, Terrace, B.C. 
To register or for more information contact 
the Co-Sponsor: 
Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce 
Mr. M.TindalI,Manager 
4610 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
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BAVARIAN INN ' "" 
• Tues. Oet. 4.Sat. Oet 8 ' "11 
FUN,  FUN . " " .11 
FUN f rom 7 °pm-2am . . 
• TRADIT IONAL You dance & smg , 
. , • BAVARIAN 
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~.qLM J L  v ~/  ~,em~Lf~ " LIVE AND RECORDED MUSIC 
DURST I JOIN US FOR. 
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